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The Darwin Legacy
An examination of Charles Darwin’s On the Origin of Species — and how, 150 years
after publication, his ideas have been applied and adapted in a host of different areas.
BY WADE WORTHEN

Earlier this year, we marked the 200th anniversary of the day when Abraham
Lincoln and Charles Darwin were both born: February 12, 1809.
But 2009 also marks another important and related milestone. One hundred
and fifty years ago, on November 24, 1859, the first edition of Darwin’s On the
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured
Races in the Struggle for Life, went on sale to the public. Sales were so brisk
— booksellers had purchased all available copies two days earlier — that a

Darwin summarized his thesis of evolution by natural selection
in his book’s introduction:
“As many more individuals of each species are born than
can possibly survive; and as, consequently, there is a frequently
recurring struggle for existence, it follows that any being, if it
vary however slightly in any manner profitable to itself, under
the complex and sometimes varying conditions of life, will
have a better chance of surviving, and thus be naturally
selected. From the strong principle of inheritance, any selected
variety will tend to propagate its new and modified form. . . .
“Although much remains obscure, and will long remain
obscure, I can entertain no doubt, after the most deliberate
study and dispassionate judgment of which I am capable, that
the view which most naturalists entertain, and which I formerly
entertained — namely, that each species has been independently
created — is erroneous. I am fully convinced that species are not
immutable; but that those belonging to what are called the same
genera are lineal descendants of some other and generally extinct
species, in the same manner as the acknowledged varieties of any
one species are the descendants of that species. Furthermore,
I am convinced that Natural Selection has been the main
but not exclusive means of modification.”

second edition of more than 3,000 copies was released on January 7, 1860.

D

arwin knew natural selection
was a provocative — even
heretical — idea. And he
knew that its acceptance would
depend both on the weight of his
evidence and the structure of his
argument.
For this reason, he began
On the Origin of Species with
observations and principles
that his readers already knew
— that through selected
breedings humans had created
different domesticated breeds
and varieties from common
ancestral stocks. Although
references to breeds of cattle,
sheep and pigeons can be tough going for the
modern reader, these breeds were well known in Victorian England,
and this common knowledge created a solid foundation for his argument.
Darwin then extrapolated from animal husbandry and horticulture
to nature, suggesting that populations diverged from one another when
naturally selected by different environmental conditions. He ended the
chapter on natural selection with a new vision of a dynamic, responsive,
living world:
“As buds give rise by growth to fresh buds, and these,
if vigorous, branch out and overtop on all sides many a feebler
branch, so by generation I believe it has been with the great
Tree of Life, which fills with its dead and broken branches the
crust of the earth, and covers the surface with its ever branching
and beautiful ramifications.”

Given that this is a milestone year, it is worth reviewing, understanding
and celebrating Darwin’s work, not only because of the insight it
provides to understanding biology, but because of the ways that
the concepts of natural selection are employed today to improve

Having taken the reader to new and perhaps uncomfortable ground,
Darwin didn’t push the issue. Rather, he used several chapters to address
the challenges, shortcomings and apparent inconsistencies with his theory.
Chapter VI, “Difficulties of the Theory,” opens:

systems in fields as diverse as computer science, engineering,
chemistry and business.

“Long before having arrived at this part of my work, a crowd
of difficulties will have occurred to the reader. Some of them are
so grave that to this day I can never reflect on them without being
staggered; but, to the best of my judgment, the greater number are
only apparent, and those that are real are not, I think, fatal to my
theory.
“These difficulties and objections may be classed
under the following heads: Firstly, why, if species have
descended from other species by insensibly fine gradations,
do we not everywhere see innumerable transitional
forms? Why is not all nature in confusion instead
of the species being, as we see them, well defined?

Darwin visited the Galápagos Islands in the 1830s.
His studies there served as the basis of his theories.
The variation in shell characteristics of tortoises
in the Galápagos influenced his belief in a causal
relationship between the characteristics of organisms
and their environments.
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“Secondly, is it possible that an animal having, for instance,
the structure and habits of a bat, could have been formed by the
modification of some animal with wholly different habits? Can
we believe that natural selection could produce, on the one hand,
organs of trifling importance, such as the tail of a giraffe, which
serves as a fly-flapper, and, on the other hand, organs of such
wonderful structure, as the eye, of which we hardly as yet fully
understand the inimitable perfection?”
Darwin argued that transitional forms between species are rare
because, through natural selection, better adapted forms supplant their
more poorly adapted ancestors and neighbors. This creates the divergence and discontinuity between the species that we see in nature.
For a theory that described change through time, however, the
absence of continuous sequences of transitional fossils was more disturbing. Darwin addressed this in two ways. First, he suggested that
intermediates might not be what one might expect:
“In the first place it should always be borne in mind what sort
of intermediate forms must, on my theory, have formerly existed.
I have found it difficult, when looking at any two species, to avoid
picturing to myself, forms directly intermediate between them.
But this is a wholly false view; we should always look for forms
intermediate between each species and a common but unknown
progenitor; and the progenitor will generally have differed in
some respects from all its modified descendants. To give a simple
illustration: the fantail and pouter pigeons have both descended
from the rock-pigeon; if we possessed all the intermediate varieties
which have ever existed, we should have an extremely close series
between both and the rock-pigeon; but we should have no varieties
directly intermediate between the fantail and pouter; none, for
instance, combining a tail somewhat expanded with a crop somewhat enlarged, the characteristic features of these two breeds.”
In other words, we should not expect the common ancestor of whales
and cows to look like “Bossie,” but with a tail fluke and flippers. Rather,
the common ancestor, which modern genetic and paleontological evidence
places at approximately 65 million years ago, was probably a small, nondescript herbivore that looked nothing like a modern cow or whale.
But the real culprit, Darwin argued, was the “imperfection” of the
fossil record. Because fossilization is rare and because strata are laid
down discontinuously at a given place, it is impossible for the rock record
to preserve a history of the continuous changes that have occurred
in a lineage over time.

T

hese chapters were critically important to Darwin’s argument.
Even during his time there were strong, pre-existing, institutionalized
arguments against evolution and transmutation.
Although evolutionary ideas were part of the general cultural discussion in Europe in the early 1800s, they had not gained much traction.
The battle in France between the evolutionary “transformationist” Lamarck
and the creationist “catastrophist” Cuvier had been won by Cuvier, and
the tone in England was set by William Paley’s 1802 publication, Natural
Theology; or, Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of the Deity. Natural
Theology and Paley’s other great works, The Principles of Moral and Political
Philosophy and Evidences of Christianity, were required reading at English
universities, where all faculty were ordained in the Church of England.
Paley’s “watchmaker analogy” asserted that the complexity and
interdependence of the natural world — from single complex structures,
like the eye, to the entire economy of nature — required and proved the
existence of a supreme designer, just as the existence of a watch composed
of complex, integrated pieces implied the existence of a watchmaker. It
was a powerful reiteration of the argument made in Summa Theologica by
Saint Thomas Aquinas, who saw proof of God in the purposeful action of
unintelligent things, “as the arrow is shot to its mark by the archer.”
Rather than ignoring these arguments, Darwin knew they must be
rebutted. He used Paley’s exemplar of design — the eye — and referenced
the variation that exists in the visual systems of mollusks, from lightsensitive cells in limpets to the camera eye of squid. When we see this
continuity of structure among organisms today, it raises the possibility
that this continuum could have occurred through time as an evolutionary
sequence. In short, Darwin answered his critics with this admonition:
“Although the belief that an organ so perfect as the eye could
have been formed by natural selection, is more than enough to
stagger any one; yet in the case of any organ, if we know of a long
series of gradations in complexity, each good for its possessor, then,
under changing conditions of life, there is no logical impossibility
in the acquirement of any conceivable degree of perfection through
natural selection. In the cases in which we know of no intermediate
or transitional states, we should be very cautious in concluding that
none could have existed, for the homologies of many organs and
their intermediate states show that wonderful metamorphoses in
function are at least possible.”

Having offered his mechanism and addressed his critics, Darwin used
the last portion of Origin to demonstrate the extraordinary explanatory
power of his ideas. He showed how his model of common ancestry and
descent with modification explained why the distribution of living species
often correlated with the distribution of similar but extinct forms, and
why very similar living species often have neighboring ranges. In this way,
Darwin’s evolutionary model provided a logical and testable explanation
of the distribution of species in space and time.
In addition, he showed that common descent explained the underlying
structural and anatomical similarities within particular groups of organisms.
Similarities between the limb-bones in mammals as different as whales and
bats could be explained as a rather embarrassing limitation of design or as
a historical product of common ancestry. Likewise, non-functional
structures that are inconsistent with design arguments — like leg and
hip bones in whales — could also be explained by common ancestry.
With example after example, Darwin marched through geology,
paleontology, biogeography, comparative anatomy and embryology, showing
that the patterns that had been described by science were best explained
by this new model of common ancestry and evolutionary divergence by
natural selection. He summarized the details of his thesis in a powerful
“recapitulation,” which begins:
“As this whole volume is one long argument, it may be
convenient . . . to have the leading facts and inferences briefly
recapitulated. That many and grave objections may be advanced
against the theory of descent with modification through natural
selection, I do not deny. I have endeavoured to give to them their
full force. Nothing at first can appear more difficult to believe
than that the more complex organs and instincts should have
been perfected, not by means superior to, though analogous with,
human reason, but by the accumulation of innumerable slight
variations, each good for the individual possessor. Nevertheless,
this difficulty, though appearing to our imagination insuperably
great, cannot be considered real if we admit the following propositions, namely, — that gradations in the perfection of any
organ or instinct, which we may consider, either do now exist
or could have existed, each good of its kind, — that all organs
and instincts are, in ever so slight a degree, variable, — and,
lastly, that there is a struggle for existence leading to the preservation of each profitable deviation of structure or instinct.
The truth of these propositions cannot, I think, be disputed.”
Throughout this chapter, Darwin directly challenged the opinions
of those who supported the premise that species are independently created.
He suggested that his model would stimulate new and exciting questions

about the source of heritable variation and the complex relationships
among organisms that act as selective pressures. He thus predicted
the explosive growth of genetics and ecology in scientific literature:
“It is interesting to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed
with many plants of many kinds, with birds singing on the bushes,
with various insects flitting about, and with worms crawling
through the damp earth, and to reflect that these elaborately
constructed forms, so different from each other, and dependent
on each other in so complex a manner, have all been produced
by laws acting around us . . . Thus, from the war of nature, from
famine and death, the most exalted object which we are capable
of conceiving, namely, the production of the higher animals,
directly follows. There is grandeur in this view of life, with its
several powers, having been originally breathed into a few forms
or into one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on
according to the fixed law of gravity, from so simple a beginning
endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and
are being, evolved.”

Darwin published six editions of Origin before his death in 1882. He found
that marine iguanas varied between the islands of the Galápagos, suggesting
that divergence in species might occur in different, isolated environments.
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D

arwin provided a new, testable explanation for why living things
are as they are. He suggested that the characteristics and origins
of living species could be explained as a consequence of physical, natural
processes that could be understood through careful examination, study
and experimentation. In short, he moved questions about why organisms
are as they are, and how they came to be that way, from the exclusive
purview of theology to the domain of science.
In the ensuing 150 years, scientific investigations in paleontology,
ecology, comparative anatomy, cell biology, genetics and molecular biology
have confirmed, extended and illuminated Darwin’s seminal ideas of
common ancestry (pattern) and natural selection (process). But, like
a living organism, Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural selection did
not arise spontaneously.
Its evolution was influenced both by ancestral ideas and the immediate
cultural environment. Nor did it emerge in isolation; several other authors,
most famously Alfred Russel Wallace, conceived of the process of natural
selection in some form. Darwin recognized their ideas in “An Historical
Sketch of the Recent Progress of Opinion on the Origin of Species” that
was included in the third and later editions of Origin.
On the Origin of Species had a prolonged and difficult germination, and
the wintry reception it at first received did not bode well for its long-term
survival. But with each new test came confirmation, and the theory of
evolution by natural selection grew stronger until it was finally unified with
our understanding of genetics and heritable variation during the 1940s.
Darwin’s model explains how living systems can become more complex
and adapt to their environment over time. Selection can be a creative force
that, by increasing the frequency of individuals with different but adaptive
traits, also increases the frequency of matings between them and the
frequency of organisms with combinations of adaptive traits that did not
exist before. In this cumulative way, and with the continued production
of new variations, selection favors organisms with better and better
combinations of traits that work well together as a complex living system.
Improvement by natural selection will occur in any system in which
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variation is induced, the different varieties are “evaluated” by some
performance criteria, and the system that performs best is replicated with
new variations. Through this repeated process of replication with variation,
evaluation and selection, the performance of a system can be optimized.
The beauty of this process is that it is not constrained by the limited
imagination of a designer who purposefully searches through possible
designs. Rather, a broader, random search is more likely to find functional
solutions that selection and new variations can improve. The power of
natural selection, and the speed with which it acts, is limited only by the
number of slightly different variants or recombinants that can be produced
in a “generation,” the time it takes to replicate a generation, the time it
takes for the evaluation process, and the size of the design space.
As the number of variables and the number of possible states of each
variable increase, the design space gets much larger. Searching for an
optimal solution in this design space is truly like searching for a functional
needle in a stack of useless hay.
However, modern computers allow us to search the design space
relatively rapidly. Many fields in both the natural and social sciences now
apply natural selection as a design process, to search a vast design space
for combinations of variables that maximize a system’s performance. These
search strategies are rightly called “genetic” or “evolutionary” algorithms.
Like Darwinian selection in biological systems, computational algorithms
can create designs where the pieces work well together in ways that a
human designer may not have considered.
The idea of genetic algorithms originated in the 1960s with John
Henry Holland and others, who realized that the advent of computing
power would allow for an efficient search through a design space for
an optimal solution by introducing variation, evaluating the products,
selecting the best one, and repeating the process. Holland’s books —
Adaptation in Nature and Artificial Systems (1975), Hidden Order: How
Adaptation Builds Complexity (1995) and Emergence: From Chaos to Order
(1998) — are testimonies to the creative power of repeated selection acting
on variable systems.

T

here are several examples of practical applications of evolutionary
algorithms employed today. One comes from a field called evolutionary electronics, which was first employed to configure digital gates
on computer chips to perform a particular function with greatest efficiency.
At first, the initial routing pattern was set by a human designer. Now,
however, routing patterns can be fully automated from the outset, designed
by the process of selection acting on novel variants. Many of these circuits
outperform those of human design.
Evolutionary algorithms have been used in nearly every type of
engineering to optimize such things as water flow and distribution through
cities, load distribution and structural supports in bridge design, and the
effectiveness of certain chemicals and drugs. Computers sort through
the “design space” of particular molecular structures to create chemicals
with certain characteristics and specific pharmacological or industrial
applications.
In addition, genetic algorithms can adapt to changing environments.
This is Artificial Intelligence, where computers learn to do new things by
generating variable algorithms that achieve new goals with progressively
greater efficiency. These adaptive algorithms are such a useful tool for
improving production that they can be applied to nearly any business
or production situation.
In this context, it is ironic that Darwin’s ideas are still stigmatized
and rejected by people who remain committed to the ideas of independent
creation and static design. For after 150 years of empirical testing and
practical application, Darwin’s hypotheses have been confirmed, validated
and applied.
In short, evolution by natural selection works — and there can
be no higher praise for a scientific idea. So celebrate!

On the evolution of Darwin’s thinking:
Ben Fry, http://benfry.com/traces. Uses color coding
to depict the changes in Darwin’s thinking by highlighting
his revisions over six editions of On the Origin of Species.
The site was featured in the October 5, 2009, issue of
Newsweek, which says Fry uses modern technology to
allow readers to “Watch, in short, the theory of evolution
evolve.” Fry is director of a laboratory in Cambridge,
Mass., that focuses on understanding complex data.
On genetic algorithms in science and technology:
D.E. Clark, editor, Evolutionary Algorithms in Molecular
Design (Wiley-VCH, 2000).
J.R. Koza, Genetic Programming: On the Programming
of Computers by Means of Natural Selection
(MIT Press, 1992).
R.S. Zebulum, M.A. Pacheco and M.M.B.R. Vellasco,
Evolutionary Electronics: Automatic Design of Electronic
Circuits and Systems by Genetic Algorithms
(CRC Press, 2001).

The author has taught biology at Furman since 1988. He thanks Kevin Treu,
chair of the Department of Computer Science, for his assistance with this article.
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When the Wall Came Tumbling Down
A look back at the fall of 1989, when a close-knit group of Furman students
became eyewitnesses to historic, earth-shaking events.
BY KRISTI YORK WOOTEN
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I

have no idea where my piece of the
Berlin Wall is.
For years it sat on my bookshelf
in a little glass dome — the kind
grandmothers use to protect their crystal
unicorns and ceramic Hallmark angels — and
made for an easy conversation piece. “Is that
part of the Wall?” polite guests would often
ask. When I married my husband, Tim, in the
mid-1990s, we housed both our chunks of 1961
spray-painted concrete under the dome together,
his-and-hers style. Yes, his was real, too.
I laughed aloud the first time someone asked,
“Did you guys get pieces of the Berlin Wall off
the Internet?” But I knew it was time to retire
the display for good when, while I was packing
to move to our current home, a visiting neighbor
pointed to our beloved red-and-yellow-flecked
slivers and said, “What are those rocks for?”
Over time, my relationship with the Berlin
Wall has become less about that I actually took
a sledgehammer and busted out a piece of it,
and more about how no one else — not even
with the help of eBay, YouTube and Wikipedia
— can replicate the experiences my fellow
Furman students and I had in Germany during the tumultuous month of November 1989.
Back then, the headlines and television
reports from the United States made it look
so simple. To hear Dan Rather tell it, one
spontaneous gathering atop a section of the
Wall near the Brandenburg Gate on the night
of November 9 was all it took to liberate
East Germany. Quick — cue the champagne,
fireworks and David Hasselhoff singing
“Looking for Freedom!”

But in reality, the fall of the Wall wasn’t
nearly as swift and seamless as most people think.
And even the colorful images of the celebrations
don’t do justice to the exhilaration of participating in such a historic moment.

A

s we 18 Furman students — some German
majors, others more interested in German
beer — embarked on our semester abroad in September 1989, we had no idea that we’d not only
cap off a calendar year, a decade and another
dozen credits toward graduation, but that we’d
watch the Cold War melt before our eyes.
Outside Munich, West Germany, where we
lived with host families in an exurb/village called
Grafing, we spent our days at the local branch of
the Goethe Institut learning to speak German,
studying art history, and reading historical novels

and plays. Breakfast was provided at the Institut,
and, after being dismissed at two o’clock each
afternoon, we often combined lunch and dinner
into late-afternoon roundtable discussions at the
local Kneipe, or pub, over a Wildbråu and order
of Spaetzle (noodle dumplings).
We went everywhere
on foot or by train and
headed into the city for
required events, such as
Bayerisches Staatschauspiel’s
production of Faust at the
Prinzregententheater, or for
our own adventures (10,000
Maniacs live at Theaterfabrik
and Paul McCartney at the
Olympiahalle). On weekends,
we took the train to Paris or
Venice.
While the “Revolutions
of 1989” were taking place
all over Eastern Europe, we
were busy studying Albrecht
Dürer’s self-portrait at the Alte Pinakothek.
Most of us didn’t have access to television in our
hosts’ homes, so we’d walk back to the Institut
for glimpses of the evening news (pre-cable)
on the old television set in the lounge. We
knew the basic facts — that Helmut Kohl was
Chancellor of Germany (or BRD, Bundesrepublik
Deutschland, as it was called), for instance —
but anything having to do with East Germany
(the DDR, Deutsche Demokratische Republik)
seemed sort of foreboding, despite Gorbachev’s
recent introduction of perestroika.
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emerged on the east side
“ We
of the Wall to total cloud
cover, with a light coat of snow
on everything and more falling.
Almost no one was out in
the streets.

”

saw pale concrete building
“ We
after pale concrete building,
with East German Trabants
(‘Trabbies’) the only cars parked
along the curbs . . . The only
succinct way I’ve been able
to describe it over the years
is this: It was like stepping out
of a color movie (‘The Wizard
of Oz?’) and into a black and
white one (‘Casablanca’).

”
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The Eastern Bloc was still just that — a huge
group of countries united against everything we
as Nike-wearing, gum-chewing, loud-mouthed
Americans stood for. So when the October
19 television reports announced that Erich
Honecker had suddenly stepped down as the
head of East Germany’s Politburo and Central
Committee, the news was a bit brow-raising.
And when the swells of protestors grew in cities
across East Germany after Honecker’s successor,
Egon Krenz, allowed restricted border openings
to Czechoslovakia on October 27, none of us
really understood what was taking place. Yet it
seemed frightening — as if the unraveling of the
East could cause instability and violence right
next door.
As the autumn days grew darker and colder,
we took refuge in old-fashioned pleasures. Holed
up in our rooms most evenings with bread and
Nutella (a sweet spread), we played board games,
wrote letters, read books and listened to music.
There were no cell phones or iPods yet, but we
had our Sony Walkman cassette players, and
afternoon shopping sprees at the World of Music
in Munich were a favorite pastime. World of
Music was an early incarnation of the music

megastore, full of all the new international
releases, and I’m sure that today every person
on the trip could name at least one album that
personifies the mood of that fall for him or her.
For me, it was Tears for Fears’ bombastic
and brilliant “Sowing the Seeds of Love,” with
music and lyrics so indicative of the political
mood of the times. The November 2, 1989,
issue of Rolling Stone magazine gave the album
four stars, hailing it as “a remarkable collision
of sound and idea.” The song “Famous Last
Words,” a billowing, cinematic ballad with a
melancholic flugelhorn solo and one of singer
Roland Orzabal’s best vocal performances,
became the soundtrack to my life during those
autumn months in Germany. That the song’s
lyrics imagined the fearful embrace of lovers
during a nuclear explosion seems outdated now,
but at the time they felt so relevant to the still
looming possibility of a showdown between the
United States and the United Soviet Socialist
Republic: “When the light from above burns
a hole straight through our love, we will laugh,
we will sing, when the saints go marching in,
and we will carry war no more.”

O

n an overnight chartered bus trip from
Munich to Berlin the third week of
November, we hunkered down to our favorite
sounds with our headphones on, snuggling under
our heaviest winter coats and gazing out the
window at snowflakes glowing in the occasional
streetlight. One of my fellow travelers, Edwin
Beckham ’90, has described the drive:
“I remember our tour bus being
waved to the side of the road by the East
German border guards, in what seemed
like the dead of night, as we passed under
the barrier arm and through the iconic
border gate complex on the inbound
trip from Munich. Soon a couple of the
armed guards had stepped up into the
bus. What did they want?
“Quickly the whispers traveled to the
back. They wanted our passports. The
one thing our professors had warned us
‘never’ to part with while in Europe was
now being demanded, and by a bunch of
Communist-bloc border guards, no less.

“Were we really going to hand over
our only identification papers to the Evil
Empire?
“We were reassured by those same
professors that this was routine at a border
with the East. And besides, did we really
have any choice than to follow their
procedures if we wanted to get to Berlin?
“The passports were returned after a
long wait. Was it 30 minutes or 90? Our
leaders handed our passports back to us
as the bus gained speed on the Autobahn.
“But something was different. We’d
been counted. That familiar yet ever
strange ‘black box’ of the modern nationstate, the bureaucracy, had done its
bounden duty. The clerks at the border
had counted us. Each passport had been
affixed with a small, white sticker on
which a number had been handwritten
carefully in ballpoint pen, beginning with
‘1’ and ending where, around ‘20’? To
this day I am, to the now-defunct East
German bureaucracy, ‘Number 16’.”

In the wake of the November 4 protests
— in which virtually all of the DDR took
to the streets for rallies and speeches by the
likes of author Christa Wolf, who declared
that “East Germany has changed more in the
past four weeks than in all the previous four
decades” — and the resignation of the East
German government November 7-8, the events
of November 9 and thereafter, when the East
German government announced that the Wall
was officially “open” and East Berliners began
to cross to the West, were bound to happen.
Freedom was imminent, but even though our
bus arrived more than a week after the first party
at the Wall, Berlin was technically still divided.
Many Americans thought, and may still
think, that Berlin lay at the center of Germany,
and that the Wall divided the city into two
perfect halves, becoming the border for the two
Germanys. But Berlin was deeply in the East
geographically, and when we pulled into the city
on the Western side, it was as if we had never left
Munich. We were appalled by the remnants of
the damage done during World War II and yet
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“I remember coming up out of the
subway tunnel in the East to a bizarre, yet
strangely comforting scene: Communist,
Cold War-era Eastern Europe apparently
looked exactly like we’d been taught in
school. It looked as gray, plain, dingy and
lifeless as the photos in our textbooks —
and exactly the way the stories built into
the anti-Communist American culture
in which we’d grown up had depicted it.

I
AP/ WIDE WORLD PHOTOS

Germany Study Abroad
Fall 1989

amazed at the cosmopolitan flair. There
was a terrific energy and an in-your-face
defiance about a city so vibrant, yet
surrounded by such political oppression.
As good Western capitalists do, we
quickly headed straight for the shops
along the popular Kurfürstendamm and
then to the top of the old Daimler-Benz
building for drinks and an unparalleled
view of the city. In the distance we saw
great unlit swaths that we determined to
be the “no man’s land” between sections
of the Wall. We’d wanted to head to the
Wall straight away, touch it, climb it, destroy
it, but it wasn’t that easy, especially with those
aforementioned U.S. passports in hand. No,
we would go at an appointed time, with a guide,
through the proper channels.
I’ll never forget how cold we were, waiting
in line to go to the East. It was about 19 degrees,
even in the sun. And as Edwin Beckham recalls,
we weren’t prepared for the juxtaposition we
found when we finally made it to the other side:

“It was a cool, crisp mid-morning
on a Friday or Saturday. We’d left West
Berlin with a mostly sunny sky overhead,
crowds of brightly dressed people bustling
around in the streets, cars buzzing,
streetlights blinking . . . and after what
could only have been a sort of magic
carpet ride into the past, or into another
dimension altogether, we emerged on the
east side of Die Mauer [the Wall] to total
cloud cover, with a light coat of snow
on everything and more falling. Almost
no one — and I mean no one — was
out in the streets. We saw pale concrete
building after pale concrete building,
with East German Trabants (‘Trabbies’)
the only cars parked along the curbs or
occasionally sputtering by. Coal for long
outmoded heating systems was piled up
on the sidewalks, waiting to be shoveled
down the chutes.

“The only succinct way I’ve been able
to describe it over the years is this: It was
like stepping out of a color movie (The
Wizard of Oz?) and into a black and white
one (Casablanca). Very strange.
“I remember our German teacher
from the Goethe Institut pointing out
to us, as we strolled around East Berlin
that morning, how many of the buildings
had pretty, classic architectural facades,
but in the back were exposed to be made
of ugly, bare concrete. For her, from the
West, this was confirmation of the hollow,
corrupt state of the totalitarian East, but
I wonder if it also had something to do
with the utter devastation of Berlin at the
end of World War II and how impossible
it would have been to reconstruct
everything with the same historical
integrity?”

When we finally got to the Wall itself, we
couldn’t believe that a thin concrete block could
have divided these two parts of Germany for so
long, armed guards or not. There was a sense
of anti-climax about chopping into it, but only
because we felt a bit like imposters. Why not let
those who lived behind the Wall for so long be
the ones to tear it down? Later they would, but
for a few more days at least, East Germany would
continue to hide behind its own façade, as the
“Autumn of Nations” waged on in the fight for
freedom.
Just days after our Furman group flew back
to the United States, the Brandenburg Gate
was opened on December 22, 1989, for the
first time in decades. On January 22, 1990,
Gorbachev kowtowed to the idea of a unified
Germany, and on May 18 of that year, the
reunification treaty between the two Germanys
was signed. The remaining sections of the Wall
became art installations — reminders of a Europe
forever changed.

returned to Berlin with my mother in the
summer of 1995 to participate in the Christo
and Jeanne-Claude art project, the “Wrapping
of the Reichstag.” We stayed in a hotel in the
former East. Looking out over the skyline
littered with cranes, I felt that same energy that
I felt when we first arrived in November 1989
— only this time I had the satisfaction of
knowing that there would be no checkpoints or
lines, no stamping of the passport by stoic guards.
I still think about my travels with my
Furman friends and professors Jane Chew and
Norman Whisnant. Furman’s study away
program (or as we called it, “foreign study”) has
offered some noteworthy trips over the years, and
I’m not saying ours was the most remarkable. But
I do know that it was one of a kind in many ways.
Not only was it the only program ever
held in Grafing, but at the time it was the only
Furman program to place students in the homes
of families in Germany. And, of course, it was
the only Furman program to visit Berlin in 1989.
Twenty years later, I consider my semester
in Germany one of the highlights of my life —
a taste of independence and exposure to a world
that no longer exists. The good friends I made
in 1989 are still my friends today.
We just never realized that living through
the revolutions that tore Communism apart
would bring us so close together.
The author graduated in 1991 with a double major
in German and art. She lives in Atlanta where
she is a free-lance writer and creative consultant.
Visit www.kristiyorkwooten.com.
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Chesebro keeps the music playing

H

ow does Furman build
a great faculty? That is,
how do we ensure that we
attract and retain professors who will
create active and engaged learning
environments for the talented
students who come here?
A clue to this answer was
apparent at a recent meeting
I attended at Washington and Lee
University, where professors and
administrators from more than
two dozen outstanding liberal arts
institutions gathered to discuss the
synergy between teaching and faculty
scholarship.
The participants engaged in
a spirited discussion of faculty roles,
but all agreed about one thing:
Student learning is enhanced in
an environment in which professors
are energetic and committed scholars
— especially when they involve
students in their research. Moreover,
we agreed that a key to building
a faculty with such commitments
is to recognize and support those
whose professional accomplishments
(or potential) exemplify this
commitment.
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An especially effective way
to do this is to create endowed
professorships. Resources from
these endowments are typically
used to support compensation and
professional development for faculty
named to the positions.
An endowed professorship, for
example, provides funds to pay for
research-related activities (summer
research, travel, equipment, software,
student support). The professorship
also carries with it the gravitas
associated with a title. It not only
honors the person for whom it is
named, but enhances the recipient’s
professional stature and ability
to secure additional support from
foundations and granting agencies.
Furman’s 28 active endowed
professorships span the gamut of
disciplines, and the professional
activities supported by the
endowments are wide ranging.
Endowed chairs also greatly
strengthen our ability to attract
talented new professors. Some
professorships are explicitly designed
to support new or relatively junior
faculty and are awarded for a defined

time period, thus providing support
at an especially important time for
faculty establishing themselves as
successful teachers and scholars.
Furman professors are, in a
fundamental sense, the lifeblood
of the institution, for they ultimately
determine how well we fulfill our
mission to educate undergraduates
for rewarding and productive
lives. Endowed professorships are
a wonderfully effective tool to
ensure that we sustain and support
a faculty of distinctive strength —
as illustrated by the stories on the
following pages, which highlight the
work of three professors who hold
endowed positions.
— THOMAS A. KAZEE

The author is provost and executive
vice president at Furman.
To learn more about how to honor
and support the work of faculty,
contact susan.brady@furman.edu,
(864) 294-3693.

ROBERT CHESEBRO says he became seriously
interested in music during his teen-age years in Stevens
Point, Wis., in the early 1950s.
So what did the young man do to pursue and develop
his interest? He joined a polka band — “There was
a lot of Polish and German influence in the area,” he
says — playing clarinet, saxophone and even trumpet
alongside his older brother and assorted other musicians
on concertina (accordion), drum and bass.
In hindsight, Chesebro says the experience was
excellent preparation for his career as a professor of music.
He’s now in his 44th year at Furman.
“Polka music can be difficult. You really have to
practice to perform it well,” he says. “It helped me play
better technically, and playing in the band taught me
to learn music quickly.” It also paid handsomely: “Two
dollars per hour was good money back then.”
Good enough that it helped pay his undergraduate
tuition at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point.
He would go on to earn his advanced degrees at the
University of Indiana — and to join the Furman faculty
in 1965. He’s taught woodwinds and conducting here
ever since. Among his former students: Keith Lockhart
’81, conductor of the Boston Pops.
In looking back over his time at Furman, Chesebro
recalls that he had only two woodwinds students his
first year. The next year the number grew to 13, and the
following year to 26. He credits his longtime colleague,
former band director Dan Ellis, with helping him recruit: “We would
go on band trips, and Dan knew everyone and would introduce me all
around.”
In addition to his teaching duties, Chesebro has also been a soloist with
symphonies throughout the Southeast and was a member of the Greenville
Symphony for 42 years, serving as its principal oboist and clarinetist. From
1972 to 1997 he conducted the Carolina Youth Symphony, composed of the
finest young musicians in the area.

“It was a big job,” Chesebro says of his years with CYS,
“and it was a great way to get to know and recruit good
music students from the area.”
In 1993 he was appointed the Charles Ezra Daniel
Professor of Music at Furman, a position endowed by the
estate of Homozel Mickel Daniel, a patron of the arts and
namesake of the Furman music building. The Daniel
Chair, Chesebro says, has provided discretionary funds that
have allowed him to travel, purchase music for the student
quartets he conducts, and acquire software and books to
support his teaching.
Moreover, it gave him the means to buy a treasured bass
clarinet in 2005. He had been looking for just the right
instrument for some time, and he wound up traveling
to South Bend, Ind., to find the perfect fit. He has been able
to use the instrument exclusively for the last few years. It
will belong to the university after he retires.
And when will that be? Chesebro admits he’s starting
to wind down, but he still enjoys working with students.
He stays in shape through frequent visits to the Lay Physical
Activities Center, and he does regular exercises for his
fingers, tongue, lungs, and mouth and facial muscles.
Chesebro recently co-authored (with Tod Kerstetter ’85)
The Everyday Virtuoso, a book that describes best practice
methods for young clarinetists. He continues to perform
on occasion with the Greenville Symphony and in
orchestras for touring Broadway shows at the Peace Center
for the Performing Arts. And he is choir director at
Lutheran Church of Our Savior.
He also arranges for his student quartets to perform at local churches
and other community events — to give them the same kinds of opportunities he had during his formative years in Wisconsin.
“It’s a great experience for them to be able to perform in public,”
he says before adding drily, “although you don’t find that many students
nowadays who play polkas.”
— JIM STEWART
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Kaup works to keep track of a fast-changing region

Pollard focuses on plant/metal relationship

TO DATE, KATE KAUP has taken nearly 30 trips to China. She

JOE POLLARD HAS TRAVELED to a variety of locales as part of his

appointment that supports junior faculty members of extraordinary
promise. Kaup, a graduate of Princeton who earned her advanced
has studied the region for two decades and lived there for four years.
degrees from the University of Virginia, says that the professorship funds
She’s watched a once struggling nation transform itself into the
travel and research that are crucial to helping her — and the Department
fourth largest economy in the world behind the United States, Japan
of Asian Studies, which she chairs — nurture and maintain contacts
and Germany.
in the fast-changing region.
But the scene she witnessed in Beijing in July 2008, weeks before the
“If you don’t go to China for even a year, you quickly become outdated
Summer Olympic Games, was enough to amaze even the most seasoned
and your sources grow cold,” says Kaup, who came to Furman in 1997 and
Asian traveler.
is also a member of the political science department.
The normally bustling Beijing International Airport was calm
A specialist in China’s treatment of ethnic minorities, Kaup served
and orderly. Traffic in the city, gridlocked just months before, flowed
a one-year term on the Congressional Executive Commission on China
efficiently. Smog that typically choked the city and its 17 million resi(CECC) in 2005. She was a co-author of an annual report to the president
dents had miraculously disappeared.
and Congress designed to help shape China policy.
“It was beautiful,” says Kaup. “There were flowers. The sky was blue.”
More recently, she was one of 20 scholars selected by the
The next month the country that had invested
“If you don’t go to China
National Committee on United States-China Relations to
nearly $40 billion in infrastructure upgrades and
for even a year, you quickly
serve as a Public Intellectual Fellow. The Fellows are chosen
new construction hosted a nearly flawless Olympic
based on their potential to become leading contributors to
Games.
become outdated and your
developing public policy and education about China.
Four months later, Kaup traveled to Beijing
sources grow cold.”
As part of the program Kaup attended a four-day workshop
again. The airport noise, traffic and smog were back.
in San Francisco in early October. There she delivered a talk on “Domestic
As Kaup can testify, China is a place where changes occur rapidly,
Challenges to China’s Peaceful Development.” She also met with the
and the public face is not always the real one.
director of the influential human rights organization Dui Hua and with
Ethnic tensions and social unrest are ongoing challenges for the
William Perry, former Secretary of Defense, and she talked with investors
country’s 60-year-old Communist government, says Kaup, who holds
about venture capitalism in China.
Furman’s Herman N. Hipp University Professorship. The conflicts,
While traveling with the Furman group this fall, Kaup is doing research
some of them violent, often do not generate international headlines
for a book that will examine the implementation of the Regional Ethnic
because of government secrecy and their rural location.
Autonomy Law, which guarantees many rights to Chinese minorities
Kaup, in fact, was twice forced to rework portions of this fall’s study
but is frequently applied arbitrarily by the government. Her co-author
abroad trip to China after disruptions broke out in both the southern and
northern regions of Yunnan Province. Kaup, who traveled to China for the is He Zhengting, a former director of the Politics and Law Office of the
Yunnan Province Ethnic Affairs Commission.
final seven weeks of the program, monitored both situations by telephoning
“Most policy studies of China’s 55 minority groups look only at the
and e-mailing contacts in the regions. Ultimately, she decided to take the
conflicts in Tibet and Xinjiang,” she says. “Instead, we’ll visit four counties
Furman group to China’s poorest province, Guizhou, to explore minority
in Yunnan to interview minority leaders who have successfully utilized
cultures, economic development and sustainability issues.
the autonomy law.”
Endowed by the family of Herman N. Hipp ’35, a late Greenville
— JOHN ROBERTS
businessman and civic leader, the Hipp Professorship is a three-year
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research into the interaction between plants and metals in soil. He’s visited
England, Spain and Puerto Rico, collecting samples to study why and how
plants absorb metals — and the potential effect that hyperaccumulation
of metals in plants could have on entire ecosystems.
But while he’s working on the international samples he’s collected, he’s
also pursuing a project that requires him to take only a few steps from his
office in Plyler Hall of Townes Center for Science.
Just across Furman Mall, between Daniel
Chapel and Paladin Stadium, lies an ample supply
of pokeweed, a native North American plant semiimmortalized in Tony Joe White’s late 1960s pop
tune “Poke Salad Annie.” Pokeweed seems to have
a particular affinity for manganese, so this fall
Pollard’s research and analysis class is collecting
samples and examining the intricacies of the
pokeweed-manganese connection.
“Pokeweed is a model system to study,” says
Pollard. “It grows big and fast, it’s easy to harvest,
and not many animals eat it.
“It’s sort of like kudzu in reverse. Kudzu originated in the Far East and is now everywhere, while
pokeweed is native to North America but is now
found in many other countries.”
Pollard, who has taught biology at Furman since 1988, believes his
research into the plant/metal connection could eventually be used to battle
pollution. One possible application: Superfund sites, the nation’s worst
areas of hazardous waste. He says, “You could plant a crop that absorbs a
specific metal at a contaminated site. Once you harvest the crop, you’d have
clean soil — and you could perhaps recycle the metals taken from the soil.”
A Duke graduate, Pollard, who received a Churchill Scholarship to
study for his Ph.D. at England’s Cambridge University, is the Rose Forgione
Professor of Biology. The chair was established by the estates of Rose and
Louis Forgione, science majors who graduated from Furman in the late
1940s and died in the late ’90s.

Pollard used some of the allowance provided by the Forgione Chair
to travel to Spain last summer to collect more samples for a study he began
earlier this decade. In addition, he’s been able to purchase equipment for
his lab and to provide support for student assistants.
The professorship, he says, serves as a kind of “protection” from the
grant process. “When you apply for grants,” he says, “there’s always the
uncertainty factor. Will it be funded? With an endowed chair, you know
you’ll have some funding, so it relieves some of the
uncertainty.”
He admits, however, that during the past few
years he has not been as focused on his research as
he might have liked. But the trade-off was worth it:
as chair of the biology department since 2000, he was
on the front lines of the planning, development and
construction of the Townes Center for Science.
“This facility now gives us the space not just to
pursue research, but to keep it going at all times,”
Pollard says proudly. “Our faculty have their own
individual labs in which they can continue their
research throughout the year. Before, we’d conduct
summer research in teaching labs; now we can
maintain our personal labs as needed.”
He says the center itself, with its sustainability
systems, serves as both a teaching tool and a statement to students about energy conservation. The facility’s design also fosters
interdisciplinary collaboration, and its informal, interactive spaces make it
an inviting place to work and visit.
He hopes to see it become even more inviting in the near future. He has
a vision for “something like a natural history museum,” with a wide range
of displays that will catch the eye and educate at the same time. “With
our display spaces and technological capabilities,” he says, “we have a great
opportunity to take science out of the classroom and laboratory and into
the public arena.”
— JIM STEWART
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Kaup works to keep track of a fast-changing region

Pollard focuses on plant/metal relationship
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and Germany.
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dents had miraculously disappeared.
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“If you don’t go to China
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for even a year, you quickly
serve as a Public Intellectual Fellow. The Fellows are chosen
new construction hosted a nearly flawless Olympic
based on their potential to become leading contributors to
Games.
become outdated and your
developing public policy and education about China.
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Went in Dumb.
We admit it. We stole the idea for this story.

Three years ago SMITH Magazine, an online publication, took the concept of a six-word
memoir — asking people to describe their lives
in six words — and ran with it. The result was
two best-selling books (so far) and a Web site,
www.smithmag.net, devoted to people’s six-word
stories and more.
If it worked for them, we reasoned, it might
work for us. So in our spring issue, we asked you
to send us your six-word Furman memoirs.
We did so despite feeling a bit uneasy.
Although we had received encouraging feedback
when we posed the idea to the Young Alumni
Council and the Alumni Association Board
of Directors, we wondered: What if no one
responds? Would it prove, once and for all,
that nobody reads the magazine?
The good news: Our worst fears were not
realized. We were flooded with memoirs — 277,
in fact (a number of people sent multiple entries),
from graduates spanning the years 1942 to 2009.
We also heard such comments as “My roommates
and I got together this weekend and came up
with a bunch” and “My friends and I have been
e-mailing memoirs back and forth.”
So evidently plenty of folks had fun with
the idea.
Those who actually sent memoirs to the
magazine touched on a host of topics. Receiving more than a few mentions were the Furman
Singers, the “Shack” at Greenville Woman’s
College, dining hall food, and (surprise) the
heavy academic load.
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Came out Smart.
Some memoirs required explanations. From
Bryan McKown ’71, we got “Rats riot, Ernie reads
riot act.” (Freshmen were known as Rats at the
time.) McKown included a note saying, “The
Rat Riot took place in the fall of 1967 and was
instrumental in softening Furman’s longstanding
hazing practices, at least for the men. Ernie
Harrill [then dean of students] threatened to
expel the residents of E-Dorm en masse. In later
years he and I laughed about it on more than one
occasion.”
Hmmm. Could be a “remember when?” story
for a future issue.
Nancy Blackwell Bourne ’62 offered,
“Furman awaited. Citadel raided. Cadets
abated.” Her comment: “In the fall of our senior
year before the Furman-Citadel game, Citadel
cadets decided to invade Furman. Our alumni
in Charleston heard of their plans and called
Furman to forewarn us.” The result was that the
cadets were caught after they drove on campus
and were made to suffer various indignities before
being released to slink back to Charleston. Pat
Conroy — holder of an honorary degree from
Furman — would immortalize the incident (with
embellishments) in his novel Beach Music.
V. Scott Bowers ’79 had a bit more
serious entry: “Concussions not recalled;
Belltower continues ringing.” He explains that
he had “no choice but to quit football due to
serial head injuries; however, the damage still
lingers.”

Nina Baker Martin ’42 came up with one
of our favorites. During her student days she
sparked with James “Pepper” Martin ’41, one of
Furman’s greatest all-time athletes. Her memoir:
“Pepper. Fast runner. I caught him.” And she’s
held on ever since.
The most prolific respondent was Phil
Creveling ’77, whose 53 memoirs ran the gamut
of campus life, from “Dining hall worker:
Disciplined dishwasher deluxe” to “Coach
Cottingham’s eyebrows never missed anything.”
He wrote, “Once I turned my attention back to
the ‘good old days,’ the memories came flooding
back in torrents. I could have made a list five
times as long but I was afraid of cramping my
fingers and revealing more about myself than
I care to share while still alive and kicking.”
Choosing which memoirs to include was
a difficult task. We wish we could publish them
all, but space dictated that we narrow the field.
(Read more memoirs at the Alumni Association
home page, http://alumni.furman.edu.)
The following pages feature a selection of
memoirs designed to give you a taste of what we
received. If this article sparks a second round of
submissions, we’ll do a follow-up at some point.
For now, we thank all who took the time to
remember and share. We hope the exercise was
as much fun for you as it was for us.
And one final shout-out: to Doug Roosa ’78,
whose memoir is the title of this article.

We asked, and
you responded
enthusiastically.
Herewith,
a selection
of six-word
memoirs . . .

— JIM STEWART
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Carter Wallace ’09
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Other
hippies
left before
I finished.
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Marcia Weatherly James ’74
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sandwiches.

Jennie Brown Wyatt ’94

Jo Anne Holland Shaw ’54

Inspired to greatness. Content with happiness.
Megan Foote Monsky ’99
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Barely avoided
the birthday
lake dunk.

Robert Archer ’92

Had to shout, “Man on hall!”
Page Acree Robertson ’64
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Lucky to matriculate,
Luckyer to graduate.
Jim Martin ’73
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every
hour.

Michelle Pugh ‘05

Snajort,
Wien,
CHIC:
Did I
study?

Shack’s
bargain:
Coke and
crackers,
dime.

Drank the booze. Got kicked out!

Major
changed
thrice.
Countless
late
nights.

4
Carter ’7

Anna Jones ’74

Cheney Carter Tilman ’45

Nine holes after dinner, barefoot. Heaven!
Phil Creveling ’77

Dean Bonner really was my friend!
Bob Thompson ’60
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Eight years. Evening Studies. Got it!
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Arrived
conservative.
Religion major
changed
everything.

Ray Hathaway ’99

Hey, Dr. Johns, come on down!
Pami Baillie Ballington, MA ’94

Ann Woodfin Hodge ’77

Prayed some.
Partied lots.
Studied
ridiculously.
Laurie Moskow Sepulveda ’01

Jessica Miller Kelley ’03

Christian atmosphere inspired;
Buddhist promotion dismays.
Jane Rhodes Fussell ’50

Running to class through horizontal rain.
Jinny Ridgeway Moore ’71

Lily white ’til Joe joined us.
Kirk H. Neely ’66

Lucky Charms cereal for dinner, again!!
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Beth Schonmeyer Moran ’74
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“Dirt is soil out of place!”
Sally Arnold ’77
(quoting biology professor Rex Kerstetter)

Congrats on graduating? Wanted to stay.
Kelley Vanderbilt ’09
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Rich and Halle Holland
(parents of Aleah Holland ’09)
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Wow, was that an expensive education.
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Worth it.
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Taught
by giants;
now
I teach.

Delƒwƒre,
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Idƒho,
Georgiƒ
Southern,
chƒmps!

Furman Singers.
Best. Choir. Experience. Ever!
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What goes on in Plyler Hall?
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Crabtree.
Read, teach,
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Furman Singers.
Best. Choir. Experience. Ever!

Lisa Stevens Gilford ’90
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Expanded my mind. And my hips.

What goes on in Plyler Hall?

Michelle Rogers Pleasant ’99

Reid, Stewart,
Crabtree.
Read, teach,
love.
Sandy Blackwell Mitchell ’65

A LOOK AT THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY’S COMPREHENSIVE CAMPAIGN

Endowed professorship recognizes
Vicks’ legacy with Furman Singers
The weekend was perfect —
great weather, good fellowship, a
surprise proposal (she said yes) —
and, best of all, beautiful music.
On July 24-26, 350 Furman
Singers returned to Greenville
to participate in the group’s
biannual reunion — and to
perform one last time under the
direction of Bingham L. Vick, Jr.,
who will retire in June after 40
years as conductor of the Singers.
The reunion concert was held at
Greenville’s First Baptist Church.
The highlight of the
reunion weekend was the
announcement that the Singers
Alumni Association has created
a professorship recognizing Bing
Vick and his wife, Judy, for their
service to the university and the
Furman Singers. In addition

to honoring the Vicks, the
professorship will permanently
endow the position of director
of the Furman Singers, thus
ensuring that the legacy of
excellence established in 1946
by the group’s founder, DuPre
Rhame, and continued under
Bing Vick’s direction since 1970
will live on in perpetuity.
A minimum of $1 million
is needed to activate the professorship. To date more than
$400,000 has been committed,
and a campaign is under way
to raise additional funds.
If you’d like to support the Vick
Professorship of Music, contact
betsy.moseley@furman.edu,
(864) 294-3491. Photo by
Jeremy Fleming.

Furman United bolsters financial aid

Students hit Bermuda for marine research
Lia Campbell ’11, Andrew Cohen ’12 and Brendan Talwar ’12 benefited
from a dream opportunity over the summer — three weeks in Bermuda,
all expenses paid.
Of course, they had to do a little work — 12 hours daily, 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m. — but the program and the setting couldn’t have been better.
Thanks to the support of Jim and Janet Stanard of Chatham, N.J.,
whose gift provided funds to cover the students’ tuition, room, board
and travel, the Furman trio enrolled in the Bermuda Institute of Ocean
Sciences, which specializes in ocean research. They were joined by
12 other students from around the world in an intensive program of
lectures, readings, laboratory and field work, all centered on coral reef
ecology.
Says Cohen, “Before this class, I did not know there were so many
opportunities for marine biologists. Now I am aware of how significant
science based around the ocean truly is.”
Joe Pollard, chair of the biology department, says, “We have many
students interested in marine biology, but being more than 200 miles
from a coast limits our opportunities for actual field study. We are
grateful to the Stanards for making this available to our students.”
The Stanards’ daughter, Sarah, is a 2008 Furman graduate.
Jim Stanard is the former CEO of Renaissance Reinsurance.
To learn more about supporting student research and internships, contact
susan.brady@furman.edu, (864) 294-3693. Photos by Andrew Cohen.

Furman United was launched
in July as a two-year effort to
increase aid for students who
are experiencing financial
hardship caused by the
economic downturn.
This year, 145 returning
students faced an average
increase in financial need
of more than $10,000 each.
Seventy-one others applied for
aid for the first time, and even
more students have requested
assistance since the start of the
school year.
Furman United seeks to
raise at least $400,000 in each
of the next two years to help

these students. The board
of trustees has led the initial
push, and faculty, alumni, staff,
parents and even students have
responded by stretching their
annual giving and designating
the additional support to
Furman United.
To date, Furman United
donors have committed more
than $300,000 for the first year.
Such generosity is making a
difference, as is evident from
this comment from Caroline
Davis ’10 (pictured): “It was
important for me to finish
Furman with my class, and
Furman United donors made

Strengthening Teaching Resources
One of the key strategic initiatives of Because
Furman Matters is strengthening teaching resources
to enhance the educational experience for all students
and professors.
Teaching resources encompass a range of possibilities, from support for endowed professorships
to funding for student internships, student/faculty
research, and more. As the chart shows, the campaign
is working to ensure that faculty and students continue
to benefit from these opportunities.
To learn more about sponsoring teaching resources
at Furman, contact susan.brady@furman.edu,
(864) 294-3693.

Internship programs open
doors for students

that possible. There are many
students like me who struggle
financially and who would be
incredibly appreciative of help
through Furman United.”
To support Furman United, visit
www.furman-united.com or
contact john.kemp@furman.edu,
(864) 294-3717.

Dollars in millions
$18
$30
Professorships | Faculty

$5.8
$7
Academic Support

$0.55
$3
Research and Internships
 = Actually Raised
 = Goal

Internships are becoming an increasingly
important part of a college experience, and
Furman students are pursuing internships in
record numbers.
Susan Zeiger, internship program director,
points out that internships are more than just
a way to enhance a résumé. “They are an avenue
to apply academic learning and a chance for
students to test their talents, interests and skills,”
she says. “Students gain a clearer picture of how
they learn, how they interact with others, and
what they like and don’t like about the daily work
of organizations.”
During the past two years, Furman students
have filled more than 1,100 internships (paid and
unpaid) across the globe. Statistics from recent
surveys of graduating classes show that more
than 60 percent of Furman students work in an
internship during their college years.
Furman supports approximately 90 summer
interns each year through the Furman Advantage
program, with stipends from $1,500 to $3,000.
However, says Zeiger, “We receive more
applications than can be funded, and many of
our students work in unpaid internships. Some
students also don’t pursue summer internship
opportunities because they need to earn more
money through traditional summer jobs to assist
with their educational costs.”
One goal of Because Furman Matters is to
expand support for internship programs. Zeiger
says, “We already have a good network of alumni,
parents and friends, and we’re reaching out in an
effort to make more connections and open more
doors for internship opportunities.”
To support internship programs at Furman,
contact susan.brady@furman.edu, (864) 294-3693.
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Presidential search continues; Center for Sustainability named for Shi
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Furman has developed a Web page that provides information and
updates about the presidential search. Visit www.furman.edu/newpresident
for the latest news.
While the quest for Furman’s next president goes on, the executive
committee of the board of trustees has voted to name the university’s
Center for Sustainability in honor of Shi.
McKinney says that the decision
is “a fitting tribute in that it recognizes
the many initiatives David has
championed during his time at
Furman. These include enhancing
the university’s national reputation,
developing stronger ties to the local
community, renewing the campus
infrastructure and promoting the
concept of engaged learning — as
well as recognizing his exceptional
leadership in the area of sustainability
in higher education.”
Shi’s name will grace the new
academic center located in Cliffs
Cottage (pictured), the Southern Living
sustainable home that was retrofitted
this fall to provide space for the
university’s sustainability initiatives.
The David E. Shi Center
for Sustainability will coordinate
Furman’s academic, co-curricular and community outreach activities
related to sustainability, which focuses on ensuring that the resources
and opportunities of this generation are available in the future through
conservation and stewardship of the environment.
The Cliffs Cottage was Southern Living magazine’s first “green”
showcase home. Built in 2008, it was open for public tours through August
and serves as a model of environmentally responsible design, sustainable
building techniques and materials, and energy-saving systems.
For more on the university’s sustainability efforts, visit www.furman.edu/sustain.
To honor David Shi’s retirement by supporting the Center for Sustainability,
contact susan.brady@furman.edu, (864) 294-3693. Photo by Jeremy Fleming.

Solar panels provide energy for Townes Center
When students returned to
campus for the fall semester,
they discovered that solar
panels had been installed at
the south end of the Townes
Center for Science, overlooking
Stone Soccer Stadium. The
sun-concentrating panels,
designed by Menova Energies,
a Canadian company, provide
energy to heat water and
transform sunlight into
electrical energy for the fourbuilding complex. A federal
grant of $160,000, which
Furman matched, supported
construction of the panels.

JEREMY FLEMING (2)

David Shi’s decision to retire from the presidency of Furman at the
close of the 2009-10 academic year presents the university with a challenge
to identify and select the right person to build on the accomplishments of
Furman’s 10th president and his predecessors.
A 16-member search committee consisting of trustees, former members
of the board, students, faculty, staff and alumni has been meeting since
early summer to discuss the ideal characteristics that Furman’s next
president should have. The group
has held several campus forums to
gather opinions from faculty, staff
and students, and has contracted
with Susan Resneck Pierce, a former
college president who now works with
Academic Search, Inc., to serve as a
special consultant.
Kathleen McKinney, chair of the
board of trustees and a member of
the search committee, says that there
has been tremendous interest in the
position. “It is no surprise that the
response to the search announcement
has been extraordinarily positive,
both in terms of the number and
quality of interested candidates and
nominations,” she says. “Furman is
an exceptional school, and in the
tradition of past Furman presidents,
David Shi has built on strength and
left the university in position to move to yet another level of excellence.
“We are looking for qualified candidates in an effort to find the best
person to continue Furman’s momentum and expand its reputation as a
leading liberal arts institution.”
Shi, a 1973 Furman graduate, succeeded John E. Johns as president
in 1994. During his presidency he has propelled the university to the
national forefront in such areas as engaged learning, campus sustainability
and environmental stewardship.
According to McKinney, the committee is in the process of examining
all applications to narrow the list of candidates and determine who it would
like to interview. Although no timeline has been established, she says it is
possible that a new president could be named by the first of the year.

University developing
sustainability master plan
Over the last 15 years Furman has established itself
as a leader among colleges in promoting sustainability,
energy conservation and environmental education.
The university’s success in these areas was
recently acknowledged by the receipt of two awards:
the National Campus Leadership Award from the
Association for the Advancement of Sustainability
in Higher Education, and the Climate Leadership
Award from Clean Air-Cool Planet, a group dedicated
to finding solutions to global warming.
Each year Furman spends more than $3.5 million
on utility expenses. As a result, one of the university’s
primary goals is to become energy independent.
In conjunction with the American College and
University Presidents’ Climate Commitment, Furman
is developing a comprehensive plan to reduce its
energy consumption and generate more electricity
through renewable resources. A 124-member task force
made up of faculty, staff, students, trustees, alumni
and community leaders has been working on the
sustainability master plan. It includes a climate action
plan that proposes how Furman will become “carbon
neutral” by 2026, the university’s bicentennial year.
The board of trustees was to discuss the recommendations in the master plan’s initial draft during
its fall meeting the first week in November. The
recommendations include seeking more renewable
energy options and providing additional opportunities
for students to be involved with sustainability
initiatives.
One proposal is to create an energy conservation
loan fund whereby students can apply for support to
implement conservation projects on campus. A $43,000
grant from the Rocky Mountain Institute in Colorado
backs the loan fund.
An in-depth article on the master plan will appear in a
forthcoming issue of the magazine. To learn more about
sustainability at Furman, visit www.furman.edu/sustain.
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Furman Fellows honored for leadership, potential

Homecoming Album 2009

Five students from the Class of 2010 were
recognized as Furman Fellows during Opening
Convocation September 3. Each received a $7,500
fellowship.
Furman Fellows awards are presented each
year to five seniors for their problem-solving skills,
creativity, imagination, and potential for making
a difference in the lives of others. The awards are
provided by Furman trustee Bob Buckman and his
wife, Joyce Mollerup.
This year’s recipients (left to right):
Mollie Petersen, a physics major from
Asheville, N.C., is a member of the women’s
basketball team. She has worked with Heller
Service Corps and frequently speaks at local
schools. She was a leader of a group that traveled
to New Orleans during the 2009 May Experience
to assist with the ongoing Hurricane Katrina
cleanup.
Tyler Harrison of West Columbia, S.C., is a
psychology major planning an academic career
in cognitive psychology. As president of the
Psychology Club, he is credited with pumping new
life and energy into the group, and is known for

his thoughtfulness, caring attitude and willingness
to help others.
Katie Fairman, a political science major from
Warren, Mich., has volunteered with Habitat for
Humanity, Heller Service Corps and the America
Reads program. She is an educator with Furman’s
chapter of International Justice Mission, a human
rights group that works for victims of violent
oppression.
Dez Clodfelter, a political science major from
Walkertown, N.C., is founder of Global Justice,
a campus group that raises awareness of indigence
and HIV/AIDS. She was a summer intern with
AIDS Care Service in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
and has participated in peace delegations to
Switzerland and Iran. She is editor of the Echo,
the student literary magazine.
Ashley Brown is a biology major from
Birmingham, Ala. She has been active in medical mission work from Latin America to Mongolia
and is president of Furman’s Medical Missions
Organization. While studying in Scotland, she
assisted in research to develop diagnostic tests
for vision problems.

It was a cold, dreary Homecoming October 16-17, but excitement, patriotism and group hugs
still abounded. Students rejoiced when the Paladins blocked a last-second field goal to
preserve a 26-24 win over Samford. Alumni who received top honors were (this page, top
right, left to right): Gene Funderburk ’67, Gordon L. Blackwell Alumni Service Award for his
contributions to the theatre arts department; Andrea Behrman ’76, Distinguished Alumni Award
for her groundbreaking work in physical therapy at the University of Florida; John Mulholland ’78,
Distinguished Alumni Award for his service as Commanding General of the Army Special Operations
Command at Fort Bragg, N.C.; Courtney Tollison ’99, Outstanding Young Alumni Award for her
work as an author, Furman history professor and museum historian at the Upcountry History
Museum; and Clare Folio Morris ’83, Wayne and Rubye Reid Award for her contributions
to the career development of Furman students as a businesswoman in Columbia, S.C.
Right: The rugby pitch was named for John Roberts, a member of the Marketing and Public
Relations staff who is the club team’s founder and coach and has led the squad to three national
titles since 1998. Photos by Jeremy Fleming and Jason Hedetniemi.
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Distinguished Alumni Award for his service as Commanding General of the Army Special Operations
Command at Fort Bragg, N.C.; Courtney Tollison ’99, Outstanding Young Alumni Award for her
work as an author, Furman history professor and museum historian at the Upcountry History
Museum; and Clare Folio Morris ’83, Wayne and Rubye Reid Award for her contributions
to the career development of Furman students as a businesswoman in Columbia, S.C.
Right: The rugby pitch was named for John Roberts, a member of the Marketing and Public
Relations staff who is the club team’s founder and coach and has led the squad to three national
titles since 1998. Photos by Jeremy Fleming and Jason Hedetniemi.
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Wright shares mutual admiration society with students

When Christopher Blackwell’s name was
called at the 2009 Commencement as a winner
of the Alester G. Furman, Jr., and Janie Earle
Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching, it
marked the first time in Furman history that
the child of a previous recipient had earned
the award.
Chris’ father Albert Blackwell, Reuben B.
Pitts Professor Emeritus of Religion, won the
honor in 1977. The family joke at the time, says
Chris, was that Dad had earned the “Notorious
Teaching Award.”
“Notorious” may actually not be such a bad
term when describing either Dr. Blackwell. Try
notorious as in popular. Noted. Well-known.
Those are just a few of the compliments
students eagerly dole out when talking about
Chris Blackwell, who has taught classics at
Furman since 1996.
Andrew Cannon ’11 has taken five classes
with Blackwell and says, “His enthusiasm is
always contagious and inspiring. He often
incorporates various disciplines into his teaching,
from literary criticism to computer programming,
presenting classics as the quintessence of a liberal
arts education. I always leave class wanting to
study even more.”
Blackwell also earns plaudits for his innovative approach in the classroom. Students point
out that translating Euclid’s Elements of Geometry
or sections of the New Testament from the
original Greek not only improves their language
skills but expands their knowledge of mathematics and religion.
It’s no wonder, then, that Blackwell’s
introductory Greek courses enroll as many
as 25 to 30 students — an impressive number
for a school Furman’s size.
Nor should it come as a surprise that his
faculty colleagues have taken note of his

For the Wright sisters of Redondo Beach,
Calif., 2009 has been a good year.
While Amy walked off with the research
professor of the year award at Florida Atlantic
University in the spring, her sister Laura was
awarded the Alester G. Furman, Jr., and Janie
Earle Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching
at Furman’s Commencement.
Given such stellar East Coast achievements
by these West Coast transplants, chemistry
students at their schools might well wish all
their teachers could be “California Girls.” And
since the Wrights were semi-contemporaries of
the Beach Boys — “They went to a nearby high
school,” Laura points out — the theme song
would be at least semi-appropriate.
As for the sisters’ choice of careers, well,
that was probably inevitable. Their father
was an engineer with Hughes Aircraft — his
business card read “rocket scientist” — and their
mother was a mathematician. “Science was
oozing throughout our household,” says Furman’s
Wright, who did her undergraduate work at
California State University-Dominguez Hills.
What wasn’t inevitable, though, was that
she would wind up at Furman. Before she
launched her job search Wright says she knew
that, if she chose a career in academics, “I’d want
to go where there was a strong undergraduate
research program. I had started doing research
my freshman year and knew how much you can
learn in the lab.”
One day, while sifting through a batch
of college job advertisements provided by her
research director at California-Riverside, where
she earned her Ph.D., she happened upon a
position in Furman’s chemistry department.
She liked its emphasis on undergraduate
research, she recalls, but a line at the end
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creativity. John Armstrong of communication
studies, which shares a departmental suite with
classics, says, “One of the qualities that I find
striking about Chris is his readiness to
experiment in the classroom.”
Armstrong goes on to say, “At first glance,
a book on geometry might seem an odd choice
for a language class. However, Chris recognized
that the limited vocabulary of the book would
create a process in which students could rapidly
master the vocabulary and thus spend more time
reading and less time looking up words. They
could also test the mathematical principles of
Euclid, thereby also testing their understanding
of the Greek text.”
In addition, Blackwell eagerly involves
students in cutting-edge research. He is a
national leader in efforts to establish a digital
library of ancient manuscripts, and for a number
of years his students have been part of an
ongoing project (with other universities) of
reviewing, analyzing and translating the great
works of antiquity. Blackwell and a colleague
at the University of Kentucky recently received
a three-year, $250,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation to help develop new imaging
technologies to further their efforts, which
include making their work available to the
public.
As he has said, “We can best preserve these
treasures of human culture by putting them in
as many hands as possible.”
Blackwell, a graduate of Marlboro College
in Vermont who earned his advanced degrees
at Duke, acknowledges that in teaching a subject
like Greek, he often benefits from small classes,
especially in upper-level courses. “Small classes
make it easier to customize,” he says. “We can
all work together, for example, to translate the
scholarly notes from a Byzantine manuscript.”

JEREMY FLEMING

Blackwell’s creative, well-rounded approach earns accolades

No matter the size of the class, though,
students say that Blackwell’s patience, compassion, broad range of knowledge and fair
but exacting standards help them persevere.
“I tell my Greek students not to get discouraged, because the subject really is hard,”
he says. “That’s why it’s worth doing. And
this is literature that’s been sitting around for
a thousand years waiting to be read, so it’s OK
to take your time with it. If you stick with it,
the vocabulary and grammar will come.
“It was hard for me to learn. It helps
to remember that, because I understand
the struggle.”
— JIM STEWART

of the ad really caught her eye: “Students
are a delight to work with.”
“No one else said anything like that,”
she says. “I had to learn more.”
So she applied for the position — and
ultimately became the first full-time tenured
woman in the Furman chemistry department,
where she’s been a mainstay since 1983.
Lon Knight, department chair throughout
Wright’s years at Furman, says of his colleague,
“She amazes me with how she keeps her courses
fresh with new material, and her sensitivity
to student feedback allows for considerable
flexibility in her teaching.”
Moreover, Knight marvels at Wright’s ability
to work with students on any level. “I can
recall many weak students in her introductory
chemistry courses who would have withdrawn
from the course under most instructors, but
Laura spends countless hours with such students
in out-of-class, one-on-one help sessions.
Many of our very best senior majors owe their
college chemistry achievements to Laura’s early
intervention.
“But while she is a tremendous help to weak
students,” he adds, “she still manages to challenge
the best students. It’s her ability to cover the
broad range of students that most impresses me.”
Students themselves praise Wright’s warm
nature, concern for their well-being and ability
to apply classroom theory to real world situations.
The latter skill has evolved in part from her
sabbatical work with local industry, where she
has observed firsthand how chemistry is used on
a day-to-day basis.
Jennifer Myers ’10 asserts that, aside from the
professor’s classroom and research skills, “What
qualifies Dr. Wright for this award is her spirit.
She is caring and encouraging, demands high

TOM TAYLOR

Furman REPORTS

standards and truly takes a personal interest in
her students. She builds lasting relationships.”
Chemistry alumni echo Myers’ comments.
Several wrote letters backing Wright’s nomination for the award, and all described how
much they valued the advice, encouragement
and support she has provided since their formal
Furman connection ended.
For Wright, it all comes with the territory.
“That line from the advertisement was right.
Our students are a joy to work with,” she says.
“And we have such a great mix. Some go on
to medical school. Others earn doctorates and
enter industry or teaching.
“It’s fun to watch where they end up —
and to keep up with their lives.”
— JIM STEWART

An article on Savita Nair, recipient of the 2009
Award for Meritorious Advising, will appear
in the winter issue.
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Wright shares mutual admiration society with students
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Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching, it
marked the first time in Furman history that
the child of a previous recipient had earned
the award.
Chris’ father Albert Blackwell, Reuben B.
Pitts Professor Emeritus of Religion, won the
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term when describing either Dr. Blackwell. Try
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students eagerly dole out when talking about
Chris Blackwell, who has taught classics at
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Andrew Cannon ’11 has taken five classes
with Blackwell and says, “His enthusiasm is
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study even more.”
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out that translating Euclid’s Elements of Geometry
or sections of the New Testament from the
original Greek not only improves their language
skills but expands their knowledge of mathematics and religion.
It’s no wonder, then, that Blackwell’s
introductory Greek courses enroll as many
as 25 to 30 students — an impressive number
for a school Furman’s size.
Nor should it come as a surprise that his
faculty colleagues have taken note of his
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Calif., 2009 has been a good year.
While Amy walked off with the research
professor of the year award at Florida Atlantic
University in the spring, her sister Laura was
awarded the Alester G. Furman, Jr., and Janie
Earle Furman Award for Meritorious Teaching
at Furman’s Commencement.
Given such stellar East Coast achievements
by these West Coast transplants, chemistry
students at their schools might well wish all
their teachers could be “California Girls.” And
since the Wrights were semi-contemporaries of
the Beach Boys — “They went to a nearby high
school,” Laura points out — the theme song
would be at least semi-appropriate.
As for the sisters’ choice of careers, well,
that was probably inevitable. Their father
was an engineer with Hughes Aircraft — his
business card read “rocket scientist” — and their
mother was a mathematician. “Science was
oozing throughout our household,” says Furman’s
Wright, who did her undergraduate work at
California State University-Dominguez Hills.
What wasn’t inevitable, though, was that
she would wind up at Furman. Before she
launched her job search Wright says she knew
that, if she chose a career in academics, “I’d want
to go where there was a strong undergraduate
research program. I had started doing research
my freshman year and knew how much you can
learn in the lab.”
One day, while sifting through a batch
of college job advertisements provided by her
research director at California-Riverside, where
she earned her Ph.D., she happened upon a
position in Furman’s chemistry department.
She liked its emphasis on undergraduate
research, she recalls, but a line at the end
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creativity. John Armstrong of communication
studies, which shares a departmental suite with
classics, says, “One of the qualities that I find
striking about Chris is his readiness to
experiment in the classroom.”
Armstrong goes on to say, “At first glance,
a book on geometry might seem an odd choice
for a language class. However, Chris recognized
that the limited vocabulary of the book would
create a process in which students could rapidly
master the vocabulary and thus spend more time
reading and less time looking up words. They
could also test the mathematical principles of
Euclid, thereby also testing their understanding
of the Greek text.”
In addition, Blackwell eagerly involves
students in cutting-edge research. He is a
national leader in efforts to establish a digital
library of ancient manuscripts, and for a number
of years his students have been part of an
ongoing project (with other universities) of
reviewing, analyzing and translating the great
works of antiquity. Blackwell and a colleague
at the University of Kentucky recently received
a three-year, $250,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation to help develop new imaging
technologies to further their efforts, which
include making their work available to the
public.
As he has said, “We can best preserve these
treasures of human culture by putting them in
as many hands as possible.”
Blackwell, a graduate of Marlboro College
in Vermont who earned his advanced degrees
at Duke, acknowledges that in teaching a subject
like Greek, he often benefits from small classes,
especially in upper-level courses. “Small classes
make it easier to customize,” he says. “We can
all work together, for example, to translate the
scholarly notes from a Byzantine manuscript.”
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Blackwell’s creative, well-rounded approach earns accolades

No matter the size of the class, though,
students say that Blackwell’s patience, compassion, broad range of knowledge and fair
but exacting standards help them persevere.
“I tell my Greek students not to get discouraged, because the subject really is hard,”
he says. “That’s why it’s worth doing. And
this is literature that’s been sitting around for
a thousand years waiting to be read, so it’s OK
to take your time with it. If you stick with it,
the vocabulary and grammar will come.
“It was hard for me to learn. It helps
to remember that, because I understand
the struggle.”
— JIM STEWART

of the ad really caught her eye: “Students
are a delight to work with.”
“No one else said anything like that,”
she says. “I had to learn more.”
So she applied for the position — and
ultimately became the first full-time tenured
woman in the Furman chemistry department,
where she’s been a mainstay since 1983.
Lon Knight, department chair throughout
Wright’s years at Furman, says of his colleague,
“She amazes me with how she keeps her courses
fresh with new material, and her sensitivity
to student feedback allows for considerable
flexibility in her teaching.”
Moreover, Knight marvels at Wright’s ability
to work with students on any level. “I can
recall many weak students in her introductory
chemistry courses who would have withdrawn
from the course under most instructors, but
Laura spends countless hours with such students
in out-of-class, one-on-one help sessions.
Many of our very best senior majors owe their
college chemistry achievements to Laura’s early
intervention.
“But while she is a tremendous help to weak
students,” he adds, “she still manages to challenge
the best students. It’s her ability to cover the
broad range of students that most impresses me.”
Students themselves praise Wright’s warm
nature, concern for their well-being and ability
to apply classroom theory to real world situations.
The latter skill has evolved in part from her
sabbatical work with local industry, where she
has observed firsthand how chemistry is used on
a day-to-day basis.
Jennifer Myers ’10 asserts that, aside from the
professor’s classroom and research skills, “What
qualifies Dr. Wright for this award is her spirit.
She is caring and encouraging, demands high
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standards and truly takes a personal interest in
her students. She builds lasting relationships.”
Chemistry alumni echo Myers’ comments.
Several wrote letters backing Wright’s nomination for the award, and all described how
much they valued the advice, encouragement
and support she has provided since their formal
Furman connection ended.
For Wright, it all comes with the territory.
“That line from the advertisement was right.
Our students are a joy to work with,” she says.
“And we have such a great mix. Some go on
to medical school. Others earn doctorates and
enter industry or teaching.
“It’s fun to watch where they end up —
and to keep up with their lives.”
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An article on Savita Nair, recipient of the 2009
Award for Meritorious Advising, will appear
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Frozen in time: A glimpse at Furman football, circa 1928

FROM ALUMNI

Tobe Todd played football at Furman
for a single season, in 1928. He was part of the
offensive and defensive backfields for the “rat,”
or freshman, football team that finished 4-0-1.
As with many men of
his generation, however,
Todd’s college days were
short-lived. He left
Furman after his first
semester and went to New
York to help support his
family.
Nothing in the
Furman archives suggests
that Todd was a remarkable player. But his
remarkably preserved
uniform (and other
personal memorabilia)
was on display this fall in
the Hall of Fame Room at
Paladin Stadium, standing
in sharp contrast beside a
current Furman uniform.
Sometime after his
death in 1996, Todd’s
children had found the
uniform, a team photo and
related items while sorting
through his belongings at
his Simpsonville home. In
January they brought their
discoveries to the Paladin
Club office.
Ken Pettus, director of athletic development,
could not believe what had dropped in his lap.
“It’s amazing,” he says. “Sometimes you get
bits and pieces [of a uniform]. But this was the
entire thing, the helmet, cleats and even the
socks. They were all perfectly preserved.”
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— JIM STEWART, editor

Constructed before the era of manufactured
plastics, the uniform is a model of homespun
ingenuity and appears as if it could have come
straight out of the movie “Leatherheads.”
Wooden studs are secured
with tiny nails to the soles
of the bulky leather football
boots, and the shoulder
pads are fashioned from
cowhide and rib-bones from
a pig for extra protection.
Considering that most
players of the time were
less than six feet tall
and weighed less than
200 pounds, it was a
tight squeeze to fit the
uniform onto one of today’s
mannequins.
Barbara Fitzgerald,
Todd’s daughter, says her
father “cared an awful lot
for Furman. If he had had
the money he would have
gone [to school] longer
than he did. He enjoyed
it while he was there, but
the Depression was coming
on and he had to go to work
for the family.”
Todd’s brother, Edwin
Poteat Todd, also attended
Furman and played football
for four years before graduating in 1931. He eventually became a school
principal in Spartanburg, where E.P. Todd
Elementary is named in his honor.
Compiled from reports by Will Jordan ’10
and John Roberts. Photos by Jeremy Fleming.
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Sandy, who lives in Brevard, N.C., is author

to philosophy, biology to education, and

the trials, travails and triumphs of her

wife) is an associate professor of atmos-

or co-author of more than 10 books on

psychology to politics, the origins and

family (three young children) during their

pheric sciences at Texas Tech. Of their

parenting and has been a featured guest

applications of this paradigm are placed

four years in Clermont-Ferrand, France,

book, the publisher says, “For all the talk

on the “Today Show,” “Good Morning

in historical context, its mechanics are

where her husband worked for Michelin

about climate change, there’s still a great

America,” “CBS This Morning” and a host

analyzed, and its costs and benefits are

North America. The New York Times

deal of debate about what it all means,

of other television and radio programs.

assessed.”

describes Ramsey’s accounts of their

especially among Christians. A Climate for

Marcie Jones is a free-lance writer and

Change offers straightforward answers to

editor in Baltimore, Md. They answer

RECOMMENDED

engrossing” and “satisfyingly snippy and

[your] questions, without the spin. This

questions from expectant moms at

David Shenk, The Immortal Game:

droll,” and The Philadelphia Inquirer says

book untangles the complex science and

www.happyhealthypregnancy.com,

A History of Chess, or How 32 Carved

she “takes the mundane and turns it

tackles many long-held misconceptions

sponsored by Huggies.

Pieces on a Board Illuminated Our Under-

into nuggets of delight.” It’s a fun read

standing of War, Art, Science and the

full of surprises and perceptive commentary

about global warming . . . A Climate for

“prosaic routines” as “unexpectedly

Change boldly explores the role our

Bill Turner ’63, The Christmas That Almost

Human Brain (Doubleday, 2006). This

on life, people and family. Visit her blog at

Christian faith can play in guiding our

Wasn’t (Warren Publishing Inc., 2009).

book should carry a disclaimer: “No

www.rebeccasramsey.blogspot.com.

opinions on this important global issue.”

Santa’s reindeer are missing, and if they

knowledge of chess is necessary.” Shenk

can’t be found, Christmas will be in

is less concerned about chess per se and

jeopardy. Time is running out. But there’s

more interested in what the game can tell

a scruffy suspect lurking about. Could he

us about a wide range of human activities.

be responsible? The publisher says, “The

He uses alternating chapters to describe
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— JIM STEWART, editor

Constructed before the era of manufactured
plastics, the uniform is a model of homespun
ingenuity and appears as if it could have come
straight out of the movie “Leatherheads.”
Wooden studs are secured
with tiny nails to the soles
of the bulky leather football
boots, and the shoulder
pads are fashioned from
cowhide and rib-bones from
a pig for extra protection.
Considering that most
players of the time were
less than six feet tall
and weighed less than
200 pounds, it was a
tight squeeze to fit the
uniform onto one of today’s
mannequins.
Barbara Fitzgerald,
Todd’s daughter, says her
father “cared an awful lot
for Furman. If he had had
the money he would have
gone [to school] longer
than he did. He enjoyed
it while he was there, but
the Depression was coming
on and he had to go to work
for the family.”
Todd’s brother, Edwin
Poteat Todd, also attended
Furman and played football
for four years before graduating in 1931. He eventually became a school
principal in Spartanburg, where E.P. Todd
Elementary is named in his honor.
Compiled from reports by Will Jordan ’10
and John Roberts. Photos by Jeremy Fleming.
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Another rousing Homecoming has come and

ROTC/military alumni and to reinvigorate the Under-

gone, and with its passing I realized the need to address

graduate Evening Studies alumni crowd.

a new trend in alumni reunions.
Furman has a history
of planning reunions
around class years. More

The Alumni Office sees it as our mission to help
these kinds of affinity groups stay connected. So let us
know how we can help you do so. And we would love
to chronicle some of your stories in this column. Please

recently, however, alumni

feel free to share your reunion stories with me so that

have approached us about

we can share them with others.

To honor Randy’s memory and his contributions

in Nashville, Tenn., in August. Steve is well

tribunal set up to try the perpetrators

December. Joe captained the Furman team

at colleges and universities in the United

known in the Nashville music community

of recent political killings in Lebanon.

for two years and went on to excel in

States and has been translated into seven

and has recorded with such artists as

The Special Tribunal for Lebanon is based

senior tennis. Since 1980 he has been

languages. Jerry is dean and professor in

Carrie Underwood, the Gaither Vocal

in The Hague, Netherlands. David

ranked in the top 10 in every age division

the College of Education at the University

Band, Seals & Crofts and Vince Gill. His

previously served with the International

in which he has played, and for 19 years

of North Texas in Denton.

master’s recital of original classical music

Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia,

featured 40 musicians from the Nashville

which is responsible for trying those

String Machine, four principal players from

accused of crimes committed during the
Balkan conflicts of the 1990s. He was also

choir. Learn more about his work at

the Secretary-General’s special expert on

service to the university.

age division every year he has been eligible.

Inc., a real estate company on Hilton Head

www.stevemauldin.com.

UN assistance to the Khmer Rouge Trials.
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president Clare Folio Morris ’83, we had one of the

earrings available for purchase. They are well made

best meetings I can remember.

and are a wonderful accent at Furman gatherings.

Kathleen McKinney, chair of the board of

the spring. The textbook is widely used

broker in charge for Home Buyer Marketing

activities that spanned their entire college career.

how people with a common bond, no matter their class

the Registrar of the United Nations-backed

the South Carolina Tennis Hall of Fame in

been ranked in the top three in the 75s

of purple and white pearl necklaces with matching

as vice president.

Composition degree by Belmont University

It’s a highly appropriate way to recognize his years of

Directors was held Saturday, August 29. Led by new

for many years. Their longtime success demonstrates

Thomas, is scheduled to be released in

the Nashville Symphony, and a 35-voice

but common interests and

and Leslie Smith ’91. We also elected Mike Guynn ’91

Ki-moon appointed David Tolbert as

president at Furman, will be inducted into

Mary Ann Kluttz Hanna has become

and bib shorts for sale. We also have a limited number

exception to the rule because they have held reunions

was awarded the Master of Music

55s and 65s age divisions. He has also

Randy and I spent many good times in that space.

The Alumni Office still has a few Furman cycling jerseys

Matherson ’79, Drew Medlyn ’97, Gordon Seay ’61

in Physical Activity, co-authored by Jerry

69

The fall meeting of the Alumni Association Board of

prime example, even though the Singers are a bit of an

United Nations Secretary-General Ban

minister and former assistant to the

the Southern Tennis Association for the

ALUMNI BOARD NOTES

We welcomed four new members — Herman

79

Composer/producer Steve W. Mauldin

office in the Cherrydale Alumni House for him.

shared not just a class year,

Furman Singers, with their biannual reunions, are a

76

The sixth edition of Research Methods

he has served as the ranking chairman for

those with whom they

Such groups are called affinity groups. The

63

Joe Roberts, a retired Southern Baptist

to Furman, the board voted to name the director’s

Now for a quick but shameless commercial plug.

arranging reunions among

52

To order, visit http://alumni.furman.edu or call
(864) 294-3464.
Elsewhere, the Southern Conference has paired
with Choice Hotels and Sherwin-Williams to offer

Island, S.C.

J. Edwin Hendricks retired in the spring

72

from the history department at Wake

Phillip E. Reeves, an attorney with

Joshua Miller was named to Charlotte

Terry Holliday has been selected

Gallivan White & Boyd, P.A., in Greenville,

Magazine’s “Best Doctor” list for 2009.

Forest University, where he began teaching

as education commissioner for the state

is included in the 2009 list of South

He is the medical director for Southeast

in 1961. Ed is a past chair of the depart-

of Kentucky. He previously was super-

Carolina Super Lawyers. The magazine

Pain Care in Charlotte, N.C.

ment and recently completed a term as

intendent of the Iredell-Statesville schools

is a register of outstanding lawyers who

David Odom, who helped begin

president of the Historical Society of North

in North Carolina, where he was recog-

have attained a high degree of peer

a leadership initiative at Duke University

Carolina. He is an expert in local and

nized for raising student achievement

recognition and professional achievement.

Divinity School in 2007, is now executive

regional history and in the history of Wake

and reforming the state’s testing system.

Forest. To read more about his career, visit
www.wfu.edu/wowf/faculty and scroll

74

down to the ”Class of the Finest” section.

78

vice president and chief operating officer
of leadership education at the school.

David Castleberry has been appointed

He is the founder and former president

CrossBooks Publishing has released the

associate dean for the College of Fine Arts

of the Center for Congregational Health

58

second edition of Lucinda Secrest

at Marshall University and has also been

in Winston-Salem, N.C., and is a recipient

McDowell’s Spa for the Soul. The book

named director of the West Virginia

of Furman’s Richard Furman Baptist

Harry Eskew of Macon, Ga., has been

uses biblical stories and practical examples

Symphony Chorus. He is a longtime

Heritage Award.

involved in several events celebrating the

to offer encouragement and rejuvenation.

professor of music and director of choral

Eric Spitler of Alexandria, Va., has been

league schools discounts on their products. Schools

trustees, gave the group an update on the presidential

earn rewards when alumni, friends and parents

search process and asked for input on the search.

use their products and identify which school they

radio station alumni. They have recently become very

David Shaner of the philosophy and Asian Studies

represent.

active thanks to the good work of Gary James ’78,

departments gave us a brief overview of the Place of

bicentennial of the birth of musician

Cindy lives in Westerfield, Conn., and is the

activities at Marshall and a recipient of the

named counselor to the chairman and

who has helped locate and involve many former WPLS/

Peace and how it fits into Furman’s strategic plan, then

goes into the Furman United campaign, which provides

William Walker (1809–1875), the shape-

author of eight books. Visit her Web site,

university’s Marshall and Shirley Reynolds

director of the Office of Legislative and

WFRN staff members. They held their second drop-in

took the group on an informative tour of the former

financial support for students facing hardships caused

note music book compiler who first

www.encouragingwords.net.

Outstanding Teacher Award. He serves

Intergovernmental Affairs at the Securities

at this year’s Homecoming. And there’s the Droopers,

Buddhist temple and the Asia Garden.

by the recent economic downturn. By staying at

published together the words and music

and Exchange Commission. He most

Choice Hotels and using Sherwin-Williams products,

of “Amazing Grace” and other folk hymns.

75

as Southern Division president of the
American Choral Directors Association

recently served as director of the Office

year, enjoy the chance to gather and swap stories.
Others come to mind, among them the Furman

a group from the outstanding Class of ’76 who

Brad Pochard, director of admission, offered

All of the money Furman earns from this program

through the years have gathered all over the country.

a presentation on the challenges of recruiting and

you can help students remain at Furman. Visit

Harry’s bicentennial tribute to Walker was

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

and chaired the group’s 2008 convention

of Legislative Affairs at the Federal Deposit

Their bonds of friendship have only been strengthened

selecting future classes of Furman students. Board

http://alumni.furman.edu for details.

accepted for publication in the August

Doug Becker of Greenville is among the

in Louisville, Ky.

Insurance Corporation (FDIC).

2009 issue of The Choral Journal.

first realtors in South Carolina to earn the

with the passage of time.
Fraternities and sororities also hold events for
members old and new at most home football games,
and many friends whose relationships started on their

members wrote personal notes of welcome to enrolled

to serve as your alumni director. Please contact me

National Association of Realtors (NAR)

or other relatives attended Furman.

at tom.triplitt@furman.edu or call (864) 294-3464

Green Designation. He works with

if you have Furman-related ideas or concerns.

Coldwell Banker Caine, where he was

One person who was sorely missed was Randy

freshman hall find ways to reconnect as well. We

Blackwell ’63, who died in May before he could

are now working to establish an affinity group for

complete his term as president of the board.
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It continues to be an honor and privilege

“legacy” freshmen, the new students whose parents

— TOM TRIPLITT ’76
Director, Alumni Association

named the company’s 2008 Rookie of the
Year for its downtown Greenville office.
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2009-10 ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Clare Folio Morris ’83, president; J. Chris Brown ’89, president-elect; Michael L.
Guynn ’91, vice president; Harriet Arnold Wilburn ’74, past president; Rebecca Ann
Armacost ’89; Lynn Neely Bailey ’78; N. Staten Bitting, Jr. ’75; Frank W. Blackwell

a register of outstanding lawyers who have
attained a high degree of peer recognition
and professional achievement.

Bonnie Borshay Sneed and her
husband, Richard, have moved to Edmond,

’90; John M. Block ’63; Mary Lou Walch Cagle ’69; Bobby E. Church ’78; Paul D.

Okla. Bonnie has been named director of

Goebel ’63; Shannon Scruby Henderson ’75; L. Yates Johnson, Jr. ’59; Gwinn Earle

choral activities at Southwestern Oklahoma

Kneeland ’89; J. Cordell Maddox ’54; James N. Martin ’79; Herman A. Matherson,

State University, and Richard is in his

Jr. ’79; Andrew C. Medlyn ’97; Matthew A. Miller ’99; Joseph C. Moon, Jr. ’76;

second year as a full-time lecturer at the

William P. Morrow, Jr. ’54; Emmett L. Patrick ’56; Scott W. Raeber ’92; Gordon D.

University of Central Oklahoma.

Seay ’61; Ellison L. Smith ’89; Leslie L. Smith ’91; Cynthia Black Sparks ’80; Heyward

MARRIAGE: Kimberly Braff and Kent

M. Sullivan ’59; William N. Turrentine ’64; Connie Gartrell Williams ’74.

Igleheart ’85, July 18. They live in
Roswell, Ga., where Kent is the town’s

Ex-Officio and Other Members: David Shi ’73, president; Michael Gatchell ’91,

89
Jairy Hunter completed a Physician
Executive MBA from the University of
Tennessee. He was also inducted into
the inaugural class of Fellows in Hospital
Medicine by the Society of Hospital

SERVICE TO AMERICA HONOREE’S WORK MAKES PEOPLE’S LIVES SAFER ................................
Fran Smith Ligler ’73 of Potomac, Md., was

“She has put together teams with very

one of 30 finalists for the 2009 Service to

different backgrounds to work on a central

America Medals, which pay tribute to the

goal.”

nation’s federal workforce by recognizing

Ligler holds 24 issued patents and has

individuals who have quietly made significant

nine pending. She has also published 169

contributions to the country. She was

refereed journal papers, three books (with

States. Jairy is medical director at Coastal

recognized in the Career Achievement

another forthcoming), 38 chapters and 66

Inpatient Physicians, a hospitalist group

category. Honorees are chosen based on

full-length papers in conference proceedings.

at Trident Health System in Charleston, S.C.

their commitment and innovation, as well as

Joseph Smith serves as an elder pastor

the impact of their work. The 2009 finalists

at Victory Road Evangelical Free Church

came from more than 20 federal agencies.

Medicine, the pre-eminent organization
representing hospitalists in the United

in Norfolk, Neb.

SAM KITTNER/KITTNER.COM

Carolina Super Lawyers. The magazine is

Ligler is a former member of the Furman

mayor pro tem.

Roderic Taylor, principal of Dutch Fork

board of trustees. This article appeared in

Jane Dungan, associate director of Alumni Association; Tina Hayes Ballew ’78,

87

Middle School in Irmo, S.C., has been

the June 1 issue of The Washington Post as

associate director of Alumni Association; Andrew Yowler ’10, president, Student

BIRTH: Peter and Gail Stedronsky

honored for outstanding performance in

part of the newspaper’s “Federal Players”

and biomaterials at the Naval Research

Alumni Council; Ben Able ’10, president, Association of Furman Students;

Bove, a son, Philip Anthony, April 27,

a two-year training program of the School

series. Reprinted with permission.

Laboratory (NRL), Ligler leads a group that

Rick Harris ’10, president, Senior Class.

Winter Park, Fla.

vice president for development; Tom Triplitt ’76, director of Alumni Association;

88
82
Richard Cash has announced his
candidacy for the Republican nomination
for the U.S. House of Representatives
in South Carolina’s Third Congressional
District. A resident of Easley, he is an
entrepreneur and small-business owner.
Visit www.sendrichardcash.com.

Soprano Karen Parks, an internationally

Donna Ledford Tesner, a special

acclaimed vocalist and recording artist,

education teacher at Slater-Marietta

has been named voice instructor at the

Elementary School, was recently named

Greenville County School District’s

the Distinguished Reading Teacher of the

Fine Arts Center. Visit her Web site,

Year by the Greenville County branch of

www.karenparks.com.

Robert Watson has retired from the
U.S. Army after 25 years of service and
is now a defense industry consultant for

83
Chuck Ambrose, president of Pfeiffer
University in Misenheimer, N.C., since
1998, was among a group of graduate
school alumni from the University of
Georgia recognized by the school for their
contributions to society. Chuck earned an
Ed.D. degree in higher education from
Georgia in 1989. He serves on numerous
boards and committees, including the
North Carolina Zoological Society and
the National Association of Schools and

Booz Allen Hamilton in McLean, Va.

the International Reading Association.
ADOPTIONS: Rex and Stephanie

Doyle Trevitz, a daughter, Katherine
Olivia, and a son, Jake Walden, June 29.
The children are siblings of a child the

MARRIAGE: Jane Dalton Ostrye

Trevitzes adopted 10 years ago. Rex and

and Torri Ann Richards, August 8.

Stephanie are foster parents in Lexington

They live in Northwood, N.H.

County, S.C., and have adopted six children
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from foster care. Stephanie is the lead
special needs elementary teacher at

Idella Goodson Glenn, director of

Caughman Road Elementary School. She

multicultural affairs at Furman, has earned

is a national board-certified teacher and

a Ph.D. in educational leadership from

works as an exceptional needs specialist

Clemson University.

consultant with attorneys in South

C. Stuart Mauney, an attorney with

Carolina. Rex is a data security analyst

Gallivan, White & Boyd, P.A., in Greenville,

for BlueCross BlueShield.

Leadership Institute. He was one of three

As senior scientist for biosensors

One of her current projects involves
developing a blood cell counter that will be
more affordable and flexible than others
currently in use. This device may enable
scientists to test for diseases from the
patient’s bedside, instead of having to send
tests out to a laboratory.
“I love my job for the adventure,

invents and develops portable, automated

the continuing exploration into new

graduates of the 2009 class who were

When Fran Ligler joined the

sensors, which work by detecting toxic

possibilities,” says Ligler. “I also enjoy the

selected to receive the Tenenbaum Award

government in 1986 to work in the field

substances at a very low level to warn of

opportunity to study scientists — the most

from the South Carolina Department

of biosensors, she never imagined that she

their presence. In addition, she builds

curious, motivated and uninhibited species

of Education. Roderic has been principal

would stay longer than a few years.

partnerships with other agencies and private

on the planet!”

at Dutch Fork for the past four years.
MARRIAGES: Daniel Francis

Blanchard III and Laura Olenik, June 6.
They live in Charleston, S.C., where Frank
is an attorney and shareholder with Rosen,
Rosen & Hagood, LLC, and Laura is a staff
writer with Select Health of South Carolina.

Margaret “Peg” Boulay and Bruce
Newhouse, February 14. They live in
Eugene, Ore.
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“Before entering government service,
I had five job offers,” says Ligler. “So I

sector partners to put these sensors to use.
“More than just leading a team, Fran

Chris Myatt has worked with Ligler
since 2004 and now has 10 staff members

took the one that sounded the most fun —

inspires people,” says Joel Schnur, former

at his company, Precision Photonics,

working in government.”

division head at the Center for Biomolecular

dedicated to commercializing her sensor

Science and Engineering. He met Ligler

technology. “This sensor technology will

in government, where she has invented and

when he interviewed her more than 20 years

have an enormous impact on medical

developed multiple sensor systems to tackle

ago for a position in the new interdisciplinary

testing,” he explains. “It will allow patients

real-world problems. Her most influential

department at the NRL that would focus on

to get test results immediately and get on

contributions have been with fiber-optic

the self-assembly of biomolecules.

with their lives.”

More than two decades later, she is still

biosensors, which detect environmental

“I thought this was an interesting

Ligler’s efforts have enabled countless

pollutants and hazardous chemicals, and

vision,” says Ligler. “I could see that this was

others to develop new devices. “I have

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

flow immunosensors, which are used to

where breakthroughs were happening. So

demonstrated that it is possible to make

BIRTHS: Daniel and Marti Clark

detect drugs, explosives and pesticides.

I joined Joel and, after a year, started the

small, automated sensor systems that have

program in biosensors.”

inspired others to build upon my work to

Thomas, twin daughters, Katherine Rose

Extensive field work has been done

and Sarah Margaret, June 2, Charlotte,

with Ligler’s sensors to study the detection

N.C.

of explosives contamination in groundwater,

can bring people together to see projects

surface water and soil at military bases. They

through to completion. “Fran has

have also been used to diagnose infectious

successfully created a common language

government, Ligler still thinks working
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Ligler is known as someone who

develop tools that are fast, affordable and
on-the-spot,” she says.
Twenty-three years after entering

BIRTHS: Don and Jennifer Clardy, twins,

diseases, monitor the air for biothreat

so that people from different sectors can

in government can be fun. But, more than

a daughter, Lane Rebecca, and a son, Abe

agents, identify pathogens in the food

understand each other,” says Banahalli

anything, her service proves it can make

He has also chaired the NCAA Division II

Weldon, June 16. Don is wealth manage-

supply and support environmental clean-up

Ratna, division head at the Center for

people’s lives safer.

President’s Council.

ment advisor with Clarity Financial in

efforts.

Biomolecular Science and Engineering.

Colleges of the United Methodist Church.

is included in the 2009 list of South

Greenville.
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2009-10 ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Clare Folio Morris ’83, president; J. Chris Brown ’89, president-elect; Michael L.
Guynn ’91, vice president; Harriet Arnold Wilburn ’74, past president; Rebecca Ann
Armacost ’89; Lynn Neely Bailey ’78; N. Staten Bitting, Jr. ’75; Frank W. Blackwell

a register of outstanding lawyers who have
attained a high degree of peer recognition
and professional achievement.

Bonnie Borshay Sneed and her
husband, Richard, have moved to Edmond,

’90; John M. Block ’63; Mary Lou Walch Cagle ’69; Bobby E. Church ’78; Paul D.

Okla. Bonnie has been named director of

Goebel ’63; Shannon Scruby Henderson ’75; L. Yates Johnson, Jr. ’59; Gwinn Earle

choral activities at Southwestern Oklahoma

Kneeland ’89; J. Cordell Maddox ’54; James N. Martin ’79; Herman A. Matherson,

State University, and Richard is in his

Jr. ’79; Andrew C. Medlyn ’97; Matthew A. Miller ’99; Joseph C. Moon, Jr. ’76;

second year as a full-time lecturer at the

William P. Morrow, Jr. ’54; Emmett L. Patrick ’56; Scott W. Raeber ’92; Gordon D.

University of Central Oklahoma.

Seay ’61; Ellison L. Smith ’89; Leslie L. Smith ’91; Cynthia Black Sparks ’80; Heyward

MARRIAGE: Kimberly Braff and Kent

M. Sullivan ’59; William N. Turrentine ’64; Connie Gartrell Williams ’74.

Igleheart ’85, July 18. They live in
Roswell, Ga., where Kent is the town’s

Ex-Officio and Other Members: David Shi ’73, president; Michael Gatchell ’91,
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Jairy Hunter completed a Physician
Executive MBA from the University of
Tennessee. He was also inducted into
the inaugural class of Fellows in Hospital
Medicine by the Society of Hospital

SERVICE TO AMERICA HONOREE’S WORK MAKES PEOPLE’S LIVES SAFER ................................
Fran Smith Ligler ’73 of Potomac, Md., was

“She has put together teams with very

one of 30 finalists for the 2009 Service to

different backgrounds to work on a central

America Medals, which pay tribute to the

goal.”

nation’s federal workforce by recognizing

Ligler holds 24 issued patents and has

individuals who have quietly made significant

nine pending. She has also published 169

contributions to the country. She was

refereed journal papers, three books (with

States. Jairy is medical director at Coastal

recognized in the Career Achievement

another forthcoming), 38 chapters and 66

Inpatient Physicians, a hospitalist group

category. Honorees are chosen based on

full-length papers in conference proceedings.

at Trident Health System in Charleston, S.C.

their commitment and innovation, as well as

Joseph Smith serves as an elder pastor

the impact of their work. The 2009 finalists

at Victory Road Evangelical Free Church

came from more than 20 federal agencies.

Medicine, the pre-eminent organization
representing hospitalists in the United

in Norfolk, Neb.

SAM KITTNER/KITTNER.COM

Carolina Super Lawyers. The magazine is

Ligler is a former member of the Furman

mayor pro tem.

Roderic Taylor, principal of Dutch Fork

board of trustees. This article appeared in

Jane Dungan, associate director of Alumni Association; Tina Hayes Ballew ’78,
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Middle School in Irmo, S.C., has been

the June 1 issue of The Washington Post as

associate director of Alumni Association; Andrew Yowler ’10, president, Student

BIRTH: Peter and Gail Stedronsky

honored for outstanding performance in

part of the newspaper’s “Federal Players”

and biomaterials at the Naval Research

Alumni Council; Ben Able ’10, president, Association of Furman Students;

Bove, a son, Philip Anthony, April 27,

a two-year training program of the School

series. Reprinted with permission.

Laboratory (NRL), Ligler leads a group that

Rick Harris ’10, president, Senior Class.

Winter Park, Fla.

vice president for development; Tom Triplitt ’76, director of Alumni Association;

88
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Richard Cash has announced his
candidacy for the Republican nomination
for the U.S. House of Representatives
in South Carolina’s Third Congressional
District. A resident of Easley, he is an
entrepreneur and small-business owner.
Visit www.sendrichardcash.com.

Soprano Karen Parks, an internationally

Donna Ledford Tesner, a special

acclaimed vocalist and recording artist,

education teacher at Slater-Marietta

has been named voice instructor at the

Elementary School, was recently named

Greenville County School District’s

the Distinguished Reading Teacher of the

Fine Arts Center. Visit her Web site,

Year by the Greenville County branch of

www.karenparks.com.

Robert Watson has retired from the
U.S. Army after 25 years of service and
is now a defense industry consultant for
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Chuck Ambrose, president of Pfeiffer
University in Misenheimer, N.C., since
1998, was among a group of graduate
school alumni from the University of
Georgia recognized by the school for their
contributions to society. Chuck earned an
Ed.D. degree in higher education from
Georgia in 1989. He serves on numerous
boards and committees, including the
North Carolina Zoological Society and
the National Association of Schools and

Booz Allen Hamilton in McLean, Va.

the International Reading Association.
ADOPTIONS: Rex and Stephanie

Doyle Trevitz, a daughter, Katherine
Olivia, and a son, Jake Walden, June 29.
The children are siblings of a child the

MARRIAGE: Jane Dalton Ostrye

Trevitzes adopted 10 years ago. Rex and

and Torri Ann Richards, August 8.

Stephanie are foster parents in Lexington

They live in Northwood, N.H.

County, S.C., and have adopted six children

84

from foster care. Stephanie is the lead
special needs elementary teacher at

Idella Goodson Glenn, director of

Caughman Road Elementary School. She

multicultural affairs at Furman, has earned

is a national board-certified teacher and

a Ph.D. in educational leadership from

works as an exceptional needs specialist

Clemson University.

consultant with attorneys in South

C. Stuart Mauney, an attorney with

Carolina. Rex is a data security analyst

Gallivan, White & Boyd, P.A., in Greenville,

for BlueCross BlueShield.

Leadership Institute. He was one of three

As senior scientist for biosensors

One of her current projects involves
developing a blood cell counter that will be
more affordable and flexible than others
currently in use. This device may enable
scientists to test for diseases from the
patient’s bedside, instead of having to send
tests out to a laboratory.
“I love my job for the adventure,

invents and develops portable, automated

the continuing exploration into new

graduates of the 2009 class who were

When Fran Ligler joined the

sensors, which work by detecting toxic

possibilities,” says Ligler. “I also enjoy the

selected to receive the Tenenbaum Award

government in 1986 to work in the field

substances at a very low level to warn of

opportunity to study scientists — the most

from the South Carolina Department

of biosensors, she never imagined that she

their presence. In addition, she builds

curious, motivated and uninhibited species

of Education. Roderic has been principal

would stay longer than a few years.

partnerships with other agencies and private

on the planet!”

at Dutch Fork for the past four years.
MARRIAGES: Daniel Francis

Blanchard III and Laura Olenik, June 6.
They live in Charleston, S.C., where Frank
is an attorney and shareholder with Rosen,
Rosen & Hagood, LLC, and Laura is a staff
writer with Select Health of South Carolina.

Margaret “Peg” Boulay and Bruce
Newhouse, February 14. They live in
Eugene, Ore.
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“Before entering government service,
I had five job offers,” says Ligler. “So I

sector partners to put these sensors to use.
“More than just leading a team, Fran

Chris Myatt has worked with Ligler
since 2004 and now has 10 staff members

took the one that sounded the most fun —

inspires people,” says Joel Schnur, former

at his company, Precision Photonics,

working in government.”

division head at the Center for Biomolecular

dedicated to commercializing her sensor

Science and Engineering. He met Ligler

technology. “This sensor technology will

in government, where she has invented and

when he interviewed her more than 20 years

have an enormous impact on medical

developed multiple sensor systems to tackle

ago for a position in the new interdisciplinary

testing,” he explains. “It will allow patients

real-world problems. Her most influential

department at the NRL that would focus on

to get test results immediately and get on

contributions have been with fiber-optic

the self-assembly of biomolecules.

with their lives.”

More than two decades later, she is still

biosensors, which detect environmental

“I thought this was an interesting

Ligler’s efforts have enabled countless

pollutants and hazardous chemicals, and

vision,” says Ligler. “I could see that this was

others to develop new devices. “I have

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

flow immunosensors, which are used to

where breakthroughs were happening. So

demonstrated that it is possible to make

BIRTHS: Daniel and Marti Clark

detect drugs, explosives and pesticides.

I joined Joel and, after a year, started the

small, automated sensor systems that have

program in biosensors.”

inspired others to build upon my work to

Thomas, twin daughters, Katherine Rose

Extensive field work has been done

and Sarah Margaret, June 2, Charlotte,

with Ligler’s sensors to study the detection

N.C.

of explosives contamination in groundwater,

can bring people together to see projects

surface water and soil at military bases. They

through to completion. “Fran has

have also been used to diagnose infectious

successfully created a common language

government, Ligler still thinks working

91

Ligler is known as someone who

develop tools that are fast, affordable and
on-the-spot,” she says.
Twenty-three years after entering

BIRTHS: Don and Jennifer Clardy, twins,

diseases, monitor the air for biothreat

so that people from different sectors can

in government can be fun. But, more than

a daughter, Lane Rebecca, and a son, Abe

agents, identify pathogens in the food

understand each other,” says Banahalli

anything, her service proves it can make

He has also chaired the NCAA Division II

Weldon, June 16. Don is wealth manage-

supply and support environmental clean-up

Ratna, division head at the Center for

people’s lives safer.

President’s Council.

ment advisor with Clarity Financial in

efforts.

Biomolecular Science and Engineering.

Colleges of the United Methodist Church.

is included in the 2009 list of South

Greenville.
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Todd Keith and Sherry Crowe, a son,

BIRTHS: Alexander and Marla Cook

Ryan Lewis has joined the faculty of

Ben ’99 and Ansley Campbell Vinson

Gil and Anna McSwain, a daughter,

Jon Riley Keith, September 15, 2008.

Grady, a daughter, Mary Paige, June 2,

Ouachita Baptist University in Arkadelphia,

are attorneys in Atlanta. She is with the firm

Madelyn Grace, January 20. They live

They live in Midwest City, Okla.

Savannah, Ga.

Ark., as an assistant professor of music.

of O’Kelley & Sorohan, and Ben is with

in Bradenton, Fla. Gil is an orthopaedic

Tony ’94 and Kim DeVillier Glass,

Brian and Karen Hill Martin, a daughter,

He was previously an instructor of music

McKenna, Long & Aldridge.

trauma consultant with Smith and

Money is on everyone’s minds these days. College students learn quickly

a son, Ewan Padraig, May 20. Kim, an

Kendall Jane, July 13. They live in St.

at Claflin University in Orangeburg, S.C.,

MARRIAGES: David Cole and Tiffany

Nephew Orthopaedics.

how to pinch a penny. Given the tenor of today’s times, the question

elementary school technology coordinator

Augustine, Fla. Karen is a human resources

and also taught at the University of

Leigh Oliver, June 21, 2008. They live in

David and Carrie Lyle Williford,

arises: Are money-saving techniques timeless?

in Gwinnett County, Ga., completed her

manager for Austin Outdoor, LLC.

South Carolina.

Westminster, Md. David is organist and

a daughter, Lyla Marie, June 25. They

Stephen and Debbie Regan ’00 Long

director of music at St. Paul’s United Church

live in Greer, S.C.

of Christ.

MONEY AND COLLEGE: A TIMELESS ISSUE?

Ph.D. in educational leadership at Mercer

During your years at Furman, what did student life cost? How did you
make ends meet? The Special Collections and Archives Department of the

University. Tony is vice president of

98

have moved to Richmond, Va., where

James B. Duke Library is interested in tracking this information by collecting

mortgage for Pulte Homes in Atlanta.

Kyle Bumgardner is director of business

he has assumed duties as an assistant

Andrew Foy and Kay Henry Hill,

financial traces of days past, such as scholarship statements, textbook

Thomas and Silvia Heise Sims, a

development for Charlotte, N.C.-based

professor of political science at the

August 29. They live in Arlington, Va.

Josh McKoon, a lawyer in Columbus,

receipts, and ticket stubs to athletic events or concerts.

daughter, Caroline Grace, July 25. Thomas

WebsiteBiz, an on-line marketing strategy

University of Richmond. Debbie is owner

Andy is an attorney with the firm of Fish

Ga., has filed to run for the District 29 seat

has started the chief year of a general

firm.

and operator of Cohesive Communications,

& Richardson P.C., and Kay is an attorney

in the Georgia state senate. He is former

surgery residency program. Silvia works

James Sikes III recently completed a

a public relations consulting business.

with the Finnegan firm.

chair of the Muscogee County Republican

for the Memphis (Tenn.) Children’s Clinic.

Ph.D. in developmental biology at the

MARRIAGE: Amber Mann and Shawn

Mark Gomsak and Amanda Cox,

Party.

University of Maryland and accepted a

Smith, May 30. Amber teaches in the

May 16. They live in Louisville, Ky. Mark

Jennifer Scholz Smith completed her

postdoctoral research appointment at the

Fort Mill (S.C.) School District.

is with Fisher & Philips LLP, a national

doctoral coursework in clinical psychology

If you are interested in donating such items, contact Danielle
Fisher ’09 at (864) 294-2194 or e-mail danielle.fisher@furman.edu.
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Sen. Strom Thurmond and to Sen. Lindsey

MARRIAGE: Melissa Morgan and

Jim Elgar is finance director for the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,

BIRTHS: Evan and Paige Thurmond

labor and employment law firm.

at Argosy University in Atlanta and is

Christy McMillin-Goodwin, associate

Graham and an assistant U.S. attorney for

Patrick Kelley, May 16. She is associate

Gerry Purcell campaign for insurance

where he is studying regeneration and

Bass, a daughter, Lillian Carol, February

Melody Williamson and Jamey Fox,

employed as a therapist and psychological

minister for education and missions at

the District of South Carolina. Visit his

editor of byFaith magazine and he is

commissioner of Georgia.

stem cell biology.

19, Charlotte, N.C.

October 24, 2008. She is self employed

assistant at West Georgia Psychological

Oakland Baptist Church in Rock Hill, S.C.,

Web site, www.votegalyean.com.

director of international housing finance

Will Moorhead of Travelers Rest, S.C.,

BIRTHS: Will and Amanda Cox, a son,

Chad and Laura Rigdon Johnson,

as a certified diabetes educator and insulin

Services.

for Habitat for Humanity. They live in

is president and owner of All Clear

William Conner, August 6, 2008. They live

a son, Zachary Reese, December 6, 2008,

pump trainer, and he is in medical equip-

MARRIAGE: Charlotte Anne Moore

Decatur, Ga.

Emergency Management Group, a

in Smyrna, Ga. Will, who served in the U.S.

Suwanee, Ga.

ment sales. They live in St. Louis, Mo.

(M.A. ’02) and Carlton Russell Lay,

consulting firm specializing in emergency

Army from 1998 until 2008 as a Medevac

Martin and Christina LaFevers Lopez,

Shawn Ryan Willis and Elizabeth Prim

February 7. She is a national board-

and disaster planning, public health

officer and pilot, recently took command

a daughter, Marabella Elizabeth, April 7.

Smith, June 27. They live in Columbia, S.C.,

certified teacher at Heritage Elementary

has been named moderator-elect for the
national Cooperative Baptist Fellowship.

94

She is a past moderator of the CBF of

Matthew McCutchen recently

South Carolina.

completed a Ph.D. in music education at

96

Carl Sullivan was recently promoted

Florida State University. He and his wife,

Charles Mayfield (M.A.), former

preparedness and business continuity

of the 1/832nd Medical Company Air

They live in Clarksville, Tenn.

where he is a partner in the law firm of

School in Travelers Rest, S.C. He is a

to managing editor of Newsweek.com,

Nash Pearson McCutchen, have moved

principal of Ware Shoals (S.C.) Junior

planning. Visit www.allclearemg.com.

Ambulance for the Georgia Army National

Lee and Katherine Hall Martini,

Whitener, Wharton & Willis, P.A., and

designer and principal with Hybrid Design,

the on-line complement to the weekly

to Tampa, where he is the associate

and Senior high schools, has returned

Michael Proulx cycled more than 5,000

Guard.

a daughter, Isla Suzanne, March 19,

she is a speech language pathologist with

a firm he and his brother founded.

magazine.

director of bands at the University of South

to Greenville County as principal of

miles over the summer to promote the Brita

Beth Keefauver and Keith Bowman,

Decatur, Ga.

Palmetto Health Richland.

BIRTHS: Erik and Mandy Beutell Pace,

BIRTHS: Rob and Kristi Archer, a

Florida. She works in marketing for Florida

J.L. Mann High School.

Climate Ride 2009, a 200-person, five-day

a son, Boone Keefauver Bowman, July 29.

John and Katherine Fitch Pennylegion,

BIRTHS: Jeremy and Anna Lang Cass,

a son, Jack Anderson, February 7, Powder

daughter, Kamrynn Grace, May 7, Spokane,

State’s College of Education.

U.S. Marine Corps Major Chris Perrine

charity bike ride from New York City to

They live in Asheville, N.C. Beth is a

a daughter, Mead Elise, January 20. John

a son, Charles August, November 19, 2008.

Springs, Ga.

Wash. Rob received his master’s degree

BIRTH: Brett ’95 and Jill Petryshyn

is a joint strategic communication plans

Washington, D.C., held September 26-30.

candidate for a Ph.D. in English at the

recently took a job with Covenant

Anna is an epidemiologist in the Greenville

Lisa and Jason Stenger, a son, Colin,

in education from Whitworth University

Paden, a son, Joseph Ira, November 3,

officer in the Office of the Assistant

The ride raised money for several environ-

University of Tennessee.

Presbyterian Church in St. Louis, Mo.

Hospital System and Jeremy is an assistant

May 27. They live in Dallas, Texas.

in August.

2008, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs

mental groups that are working to educate

Kem and Allison Wilson, a son, Charles

Sam and Brannon Morris ’98

professor of Spanish at Furman.

at the Pentagon.

Americans about the impact of climate

Kemmons IV, July 8, Memphis, Tenn.

Schroerlucke, a son, Bo Zachary, February

Tim and Michelle Vansant

MARRIAGES: Patrick Brown IV and

change and to mobilize politicians to enact

5. They live in San Diego, Calif.

Chamberlain, a daughter, Mia Jane, March

Todd Carroll, formerly with the Nelson

Randy and Summer Dilgren

12. Tim is production underwriter for ACE

Mullins law firm in Columbia, S.C., has

Johan and Lisa Bunce Enslin, a daughter,

02

Chloe Maria, March 26. They live in

95

Summerville, S.C.

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

Amber Perry, April 11. They live in Atlanta.

climate change and energy policies.

Sam and Camille Gibson ’98 Rabon

Amy Cooper and Bryant Joseph Pickney,

Michael is a past Ironman participant

Tad Daggerhart has been awarded an

Teegardin, a daughter, Jane Laterre,

USA in Roswell, Ga.

joined Hall & Bowers, LLC, in Columbia.
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live in Cullen, Va. Sam received a Master

December 27, 2008. They live in Knoxville,

and an active outdoorsman. Visit

Annenberg Graduate Fellowship to

July 21, Charleston, S.C.

Keith and Meredith Moore ‘02 Dangel,

The firm specializes in commercial litigation

James D. Galyean has announced his

of Divinity degree from Southeastern

Tenn.

www.5005miles.blogspot.com to learn

continue his studies in the writing program

and public policy law.

candidacy for the Republican nomination

Baptist Theological Seminary in May.

BIRTHS: Greg Lukasik and Gina

more about his ride from Oregon to

at the University of Southern California Film

00

a son, Henry Michael, July 16, Durham, N.C.
Meredith is an instructor in English at North

Jason Pagan finished his Ph.D. in clinical

for the U.S. House of Representatives

Hunt Rounsavall, an attorney in

Carreno-Lukasik, a daughter, Natalia

Manhattan. Learn more about the climate

School. He holds a master’s degree in

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

Carolina State University and Keith is a spinal

psychology at Washington University in

in South Carolina’s Third Congressional

Louisville, Ky., and owner and principal

Nichol Carreno-Lukasik, July 2. They live

ride at www.climateride.org.

professional writing from Western Carolina

Jake Bostrom has joined Southern Eye

implant distributor.

December 2008 and now works as director

District. A resident of Anderson, he

of the Rounsavall Title Group, LLC, a real

in Boynton Beach, Fla. Greg and Gina

University.

Associates in Greenville. He recently

Michael and Summer Copeland Kotkin,

of performance consulting at Psychological

practices law with the Nexsen-Pruet firm.

estate title company, was crowned the

recently completed their Ph.D. degrees.

completed his ophthalmology residency

a daughter, Faith Elizabeth, February 20,

Associates in St. Louis, Mo.

He was formerly an aide to the late

2009 America’s Mr. U.S. August 1 in

Both are sociology instructors at Florida

at the Dean McGee Eye Institute.

Oviedo, Fla.

Vicksburg, Miss.

Atlantic University.
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Todd Keith and Sherry Crowe, a son,

BIRTHS: Alexander and Marla Cook

Ryan Lewis has joined the faculty of

Ben ’99 and Ansley Campbell Vinson

Gil and Anna McSwain, a daughter,

Jon Riley Keith, September 15, 2008.

Grady, a daughter, Mary Paige, June 2,

Ouachita Baptist University in Arkadelphia,

are attorneys in Atlanta. She is with the firm

Madelyn Grace, January 20. They live

They live in Midwest City, Okla.

Savannah, Ga.

Ark., as an assistant professor of music.

of O’Kelley & Sorohan, and Ben is with

in Bradenton, Fla. Gil is an orthopaedic

Tony ’94 and Kim DeVillier Glass,

Brian and Karen Hill Martin, a daughter,

He was previously an instructor of music

McKenna, Long & Aldridge.

trauma consultant with Smith and

Money is on everyone’s minds these days. College students learn quickly

a son, Ewan Padraig, May 20. Kim, an

Kendall Jane, July 13. They live in St.

at Claflin University in Orangeburg, S.C.,

MARRIAGES: David Cole and Tiffany

Nephew Orthopaedics.

how to pinch a penny. Given the tenor of today’s times, the question

elementary school technology coordinator

Augustine, Fla. Karen is a human resources

and also taught at the University of

Leigh Oliver, June 21, 2008. They live in

David and Carrie Lyle Williford,

arises: Are money-saving techniques timeless?

in Gwinnett County, Ga., completed her

manager for Austin Outdoor, LLC.

South Carolina.

Westminster, Md. David is organist and

a daughter, Lyla Marie, June 25. They

Stephen and Debbie Regan ’00 Long

director of music at St. Paul’s United Church

live in Greer, S.C.

of Christ.

MONEY AND COLLEGE: A TIMELESS ISSUE?

Ph.D. in educational leadership at Mercer

During your years at Furman, what did student life cost? How did you
make ends meet? The Special Collections and Archives Department of the

University. Tony is vice president of

98

have moved to Richmond, Va., where

James B. Duke Library is interested in tracking this information by collecting

mortgage for Pulte Homes in Atlanta.

Kyle Bumgardner is director of business

he has assumed duties as an assistant

Andrew Foy and Kay Henry Hill,

financial traces of days past, such as scholarship statements, textbook

Thomas and Silvia Heise Sims, a

development for Charlotte, N.C.-based

professor of political science at the

August 29. They live in Arlington, Va.

Josh McKoon, a lawyer in Columbus,

receipts, and ticket stubs to athletic events or concerts.

daughter, Caroline Grace, July 25. Thomas

WebsiteBiz, an on-line marketing strategy

University of Richmond. Debbie is owner

Andy is an attorney with the firm of Fish

Ga., has filed to run for the District 29 seat

has started the chief year of a general

firm.

and operator of Cohesive Communications,

& Richardson P.C., and Kay is an attorney

in the Georgia state senate. He is former

surgery residency program. Silvia works

James Sikes III recently completed a

a public relations consulting business.

with the Finnegan firm.

chair of the Muscogee County Republican

for the Memphis (Tenn.) Children’s Clinic.

Ph.D. in developmental biology at the

MARRIAGE: Amber Mann and Shawn

Mark Gomsak and Amanda Cox,

Party.

University of Maryland and accepted a

Smith, May 30. Amber teaches in the

May 16. They live in Louisville, Ky. Mark

Jennifer Scholz Smith completed her

postdoctoral research appointment at the

Fort Mill (S.C.) School District.

is with Fisher & Philips LLP, a national

doctoral coursework in clinical psychology

If you are interested in donating such items, contact Danielle
Fisher ’09 at (864) 294-2194 or e-mail danielle.fisher@furman.edu.
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Sen. Strom Thurmond and to Sen. Lindsey

MARRIAGE: Melissa Morgan and

Jim Elgar is finance director for the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,

BIRTHS: Evan and Paige Thurmond

labor and employment law firm.

at Argosy University in Atlanta and is

Christy McMillin-Goodwin, associate

Graham and an assistant U.S. attorney for

Patrick Kelley, May 16. She is associate

Gerry Purcell campaign for insurance

where he is studying regeneration and

Bass, a daughter, Lillian Carol, February

Melody Williamson and Jamey Fox,

employed as a therapist and psychological

minister for education and missions at

the District of South Carolina. Visit his

editor of byFaith magazine and he is

commissioner of Georgia.

stem cell biology.

19, Charlotte, N.C.

October 24, 2008. She is self employed

assistant at West Georgia Psychological

Oakland Baptist Church in Rock Hill, S.C.,

Web site, www.votegalyean.com.

director of international housing finance

Will Moorhead of Travelers Rest, S.C.,

BIRTHS: Will and Amanda Cox, a son,

Chad and Laura Rigdon Johnson,

as a certified diabetes educator and insulin

Services.

for Habitat for Humanity. They live in

is president and owner of All Clear

William Conner, August 6, 2008. They live

a son, Zachary Reese, December 6, 2008,

pump trainer, and he is in medical equip-

MARRIAGE: Charlotte Anne Moore

Decatur, Ga.

Emergency Management Group, a

in Smyrna, Ga. Will, who served in the U.S.

Suwanee, Ga.

ment sales. They live in St. Louis, Mo.

(M.A. ’02) and Carlton Russell Lay,

consulting firm specializing in emergency

Army from 1998 until 2008 as a Medevac

Martin and Christina LaFevers Lopez,

Shawn Ryan Willis and Elizabeth Prim

February 7. She is a national board-

and disaster planning, public health

officer and pilot, recently took command

a daughter, Marabella Elizabeth, April 7.

Smith, June 27. They live in Columbia, S.C.,

certified teacher at Heritage Elementary

has been named moderator-elect for the
national Cooperative Baptist Fellowship.
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She is a past moderator of the CBF of

Matthew McCutchen recently

South Carolina.

completed a Ph.D. in music education at

96

Carl Sullivan was recently promoted

Florida State University. He and his wife,

Charles Mayfield (M.A.), former

preparedness and business continuity

of the 1/832nd Medical Company Air

They live in Clarksville, Tenn.

where he is a partner in the law firm of

School in Travelers Rest, S.C. He is a

to managing editor of Newsweek.com,

Nash Pearson McCutchen, have moved

principal of Ware Shoals (S.C.) Junior

planning. Visit www.allclearemg.com.

Ambulance for the Georgia Army National

Lee and Katherine Hall Martini,

Whitener, Wharton & Willis, P.A., and

designer and principal with Hybrid Design,

the on-line complement to the weekly

to Tampa, where he is the associate

and Senior high schools, has returned

Michael Proulx cycled more than 5,000

Guard.

a daughter, Isla Suzanne, March 19,

she is a speech language pathologist with

a firm he and his brother founded.

magazine.

director of bands at the University of South

to Greenville County as principal of

miles over the summer to promote the Brita

Beth Keefauver and Keith Bowman,

Decatur, Ga.

Palmetto Health Richland.

BIRTHS: Erik and Mandy Beutell Pace,

BIRTHS: Rob and Kristi Archer, a

Florida. She works in marketing for Florida

J.L. Mann High School.

Climate Ride 2009, a 200-person, five-day

a son, Boone Keefauver Bowman, July 29.

John and Katherine Fitch Pennylegion,

BIRTHS: Jeremy and Anna Lang Cass,

a son, Jack Anderson, February 7, Powder

daughter, Kamrynn Grace, May 7, Spokane,

State’s College of Education.

U.S. Marine Corps Major Chris Perrine

charity bike ride from New York City to

They live in Asheville, N.C. Beth is a

a daughter, Mead Elise, January 20. John

a son, Charles August, November 19, 2008.

Springs, Ga.

Wash. Rob received his master’s degree

BIRTH: Brett ’95 and Jill Petryshyn

is a joint strategic communication plans

Washington, D.C., held September 26-30.

candidate for a Ph.D. in English at the

recently took a job with Covenant

Anna is an epidemiologist in the Greenville

Lisa and Jason Stenger, a son, Colin,

in education from Whitworth University

Paden, a son, Joseph Ira, November 3,

officer in the Office of the Assistant

The ride raised money for several environ-

University of Tennessee.

Presbyterian Church in St. Louis, Mo.

Hospital System and Jeremy is an assistant

May 27. They live in Dallas, Texas.

in August.

2008, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs

mental groups that are working to educate

Kem and Allison Wilson, a son, Charles

Sam and Brannon Morris ’98

professor of Spanish at Furman.

at the Pentagon.

Americans about the impact of climate

Kemmons IV, July 8, Memphis, Tenn.

Schroerlucke, a son, Bo Zachary, February

Tim and Michelle Vansant

MARRIAGES: Patrick Brown IV and

change and to mobilize politicians to enact

5. They live in San Diego, Calif.

Chamberlain, a daughter, Mia Jane, March

Todd Carroll, formerly with the Nelson

Randy and Summer Dilgren

12. Tim is production underwriter for ACE

Mullins law firm in Columbia, S.C., has

Johan and Lisa Bunce Enslin, a daughter,

02

Chloe Maria, March 26. They live in

95

Summerville, S.C.

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

Amber Perry, April 11. They live in Atlanta.

climate change and energy policies.

Sam and Camille Gibson ’98 Rabon

Amy Cooper and Bryant Joseph Pickney,

Michael is a past Ironman participant

Tad Daggerhart has been awarded an

Teegardin, a daughter, Jane Laterre,

USA in Roswell, Ga.

joined Hall & Bowers, LLC, in Columbia.
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live in Cullen, Va. Sam received a Master

December 27, 2008. They live in Knoxville,

and an active outdoorsman. Visit

Annenberg Graduate Fellowship to

July 21, Charleston, S.C.

Keith and Meredith Moore ‘02 Dangel,

The firm specializes in commercial litigation

James D. Galyean has announced his

of Divinity degree from Southeastern

Tenn.

www.5005miles.blogspot.com to learn

continue his studies in the writing program

and public policy law.

candidacy for the Republican nomination

Baptist Theological Seminary in May.

BIRTHS: Greg Lukasik and Gina

more about his ride from Oregon to

at the University of Southern California Film

00

a son, Henry Michael, July 16, Durham, N.C.
Meredith is an instructor in English at North

Jason Pagan finished his Ph.D. in clinical

for the U.S. House of Representatives

Hunt Rounsavall, an attorney in

Carreno-Lukasik, a daughter, Natalia

Manhattan. Learn more about the climate

School. He holds a master’s degree in

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

Carolina State University and Keith is a spinal

psychology at Washington University in

in South Carolina’s Third Congressional

Louisville, Ky., and owner and principal

Nichol Carreno-Lukasik, July 2. They live

ride at www.climateride.org.

professional writing from Western Carolina

Jake Bostrom has joined Southern Eye

implant distributor.

December 2008 and now works as director

District. A resident of Anderson, he

of the Rounsavall Title Group, LLC, a real

in Boynton Beach, Fla. Greg and Gina

University.

Associates in Greenville. He recently

Michael and Summer Copeland Kotkin,

of performance consulting at Psychological

practices law with the Nexsen-Pruet firm.

estate title company, was crowned the

recently completed their Ph.D. degrees.

completed his ophthalmology residency

a daughter, Faith Elizabeth, February 20,

Associates in St. Louis, Mo.

He was formerly an aide to the late

2009 America’s Mr. U.S. August 1 in

Both are sociology instructors at Florida

at the Dean McGee Eye Institute.

Oviedo, Fla.

Vicksburg, Miss.

Atlantic University.
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Clair Travis was ordained an Elder in Full

Jessica De Graffenreid of Millersville,

Jeremy and Elisabeth Moore Uecker,

of Alabama-Birmingham where she

Connection in the United Methodist

Md., was recently named executive director

a daughter, Dorothy Anne, May 4. Jeremy

is working on the immune response

Church at the 2009 meeting of the Holston

of America’s Future Foundation, the

is finishing his Ph.D. in sociology at the

to Streptococcus pneumonia, bacteria

Courtney Kennedy has earned her

Annual Conference June 15 in Lake

premier network of libertarians and

University of Texas.

that can cause such problems as strep

Master of Science degree in nursing from

Junaluska, N.C. She has begun a new

conservatives in their 20s and 30s. AFF,

the Medical College of Georgia.

appointment as minister of Grace United

which has chapters in Virginia, Minnesota,

04

throat, ear infections, bacterial pneumonia, sepsis and gangrene.

Methodist Church in Soddy Daisy, Tenn.

Colorado, Tennessee and Illinois and is

Sean Edward Atkinson completed his

John Mussetto has accepted an

Adam J. Resmini graduated cum laude
from Roger Williams School of Law in May.

MARRIAGES: Angelina Calareso and

forming chapters in Texas, Pennsylvania

Ph.D. in music theory at Florida State

associate position at the law firm of

He was a rule 9 student attorney in the

NEXT REUNION IN 2010

Rand Weyler, June 20. They live in

and North Carolina, focuses on leadership

University and is an assistant professor of

Mooneyham, Berry & Karow, LLC, in

Criminal Defense Clinic, which represented

Lynnfield, Mass. She is a Bible teacher

development, policy ideas and networking.

music at the University of Texas-Arlington.

Greenville.

at Lexington Christian Academy, coaches

Kelly Nalley (M.A.), a Spanish teacher at

Neal Collins has announced his

Lindsey Mecca Nicely is pursuing a

indigent Rhode Island citizens in pending

youth volleyball and is working toward

Fork Shoals School, was named Greenville

candidacy for the Republican nomination

master’s degree in statistics at Virginia

the Rhode Island Association for Justice.

her master’s degree from Gordon-Conwell

County’s 2009-10 Teacher of the Year.

for the U.S. House of Representatives in

Commonwealth University in Richmond.

Theological Seminary. Rand works for

MARRIAGES: Jonathan Brown and

He is employed at the firm of Ronald J.

South Carolina’s Third Congressional

She is a metrics analyst for human

Resmini Esq. and lives in Barrington, R.I.

New England Lab.

Jessica Asmer, August 15. Jonathan was

District. A resident of Easley, he is an

resources at MeadWestvaco Corporation.

Jay Thomas Hewitt and Andrea Cuf f,

recently named assistant director of the

attorney with Willson, Jones, Carter &

Shannon Roe has relocated to Syracuse,

Rebecca Singleton taught second and
third grade students for two years at the

June 20. Jay recently joined the staff of

Paladin Club at Furman.

Baxley, a workers’ compensation defense

N.Y., to study for a master’s degree in

Buenos Aires (Argentina) International

criminal cases, and was vice president of

Christian Academy. She has returned

They live in Columbia, S.C. Kristen

Brigette Nicole Lindsey and Derek

to the States and is teaching Spanish and

is the director of research and business

Marsh Gleason ’07, April 25. She is a

English as a Second Language, as well as

development for The Center for Carolina

medical student at the Medical University

coaching cross country and track, at

Living. Jay graduated from the University

of South Carolina and is completing a

Homewood High School in Birmingham,

of South Carolina School of Law and works

Master of Public Health degree at the

Ala.

as a law clerk to Justice Costa Pleicones

University of South Carolina.

MARRIAGES: Johnna Allen and

at the South Carolina Supreme Court.

Cassie Markham and Gaines Stur-

Sterling Frierson ’02, May 30. She

Caroline Cook and Adam Roderick

divant II, August 15. They live in

is pursuing a Ph.D. in microbiology

Gordon, September 6, 2008. Caroline is

Nashville, Tenn. He works for Red Light

and immunology at Vanderbilt University

a senior marketing associate for Cvent,

Management and she for J. McLaughlin.

in Nashville, Tenn. He holds an Ed.S.

a Web-based event management software

Elizabeth Pelletier and Kenneth Dasher,

degree in educational administration and

company located in McLean, Va.

June 28, 2008. They live in Cary, N.C.

supervision from Tennessee State Univer-

Mary Rachel Farrow (M.A.) and

Gabrielle Roberts and Thomas Sweets,

sity and is an academic counselor for the

Brandon Scott Dean, June 27. They live

July 11. They live in Cincinnati, Ohio.

Vanderbilt Department of Athletics.

in Greenville. She is a second grade

BIRTH: Jeff and Bethany Hooker

Kenneth Jay Anthony and Kristen

teacher at Fork Shoals Elementary School

Eyrich, a daughter, Madison Avery,

Elizabeth Fischer, October 25, 2008.

and he is employed by Milliken.

June 26, Atlanta.

Central Presbyterian Church in St. Louis,

Meridyth Lybrand and Daniel Richard

firm. Visit www.nealcollins.com.

public administration at the Maxwell

Mo.

Robinson, April 25. They live in Sneads

Lindley Sharp Curtis has become

School of Citizenship and Public Affairs

Kathryn “K.P.” Donehoo and

Ferry, N.C. Daniel is an officer in the U.S.

associate minister and minister to senior

at Syracuse University.

Christopher Keenon, June 26. They live in

Marine Corps and Meridyth is a child life

adults at Peachtree Road United Methodist

Dorthy French Young attends the

Geneva, Ill. She is a fourth grade teacher

specialist at Levine Children’s Hospital.

Church in Atlanta.

University of Mississippi Medical Center in

Almost 11 years ago, the powers that be at Furman decided that the university

and he is employed with Houghton Mifflin.

Bryan Jeffress Mitchell and Meredith

Having graduated from Palmer College

Jackson. She is pursuing a Ph.D. in clinical

should begin publishing its magazine on a regular basis, four times a year.

FAREWELL TO A LONGTIME FRIEND...........................................................................................................................................................
But nearby Anderson University knew Jane, too. She had taught graphic
design there for several years earlier this decade, and her eyes would light up

Rebecca Gwendolyn Rush and Rodrick

Edens Holzbach, May 16. They live in

of Chiropractic Florida, Adam Dixon has

health sciences and is also working as the

I was put in charge of the project.

whenever she talked about working with such talented young people. Her students

Antonio Elkins, December 20, 2008. She is

Greenville.

moved to Nashville, Tenn., where he

facility’s supervisor of business operations

and colleagues were so taken by her classroom skills that she was named the

pursuing an International MBA degree at

Dustin Corey Ousley and Lee Rhodes

I had been editing Furman Reports, a 12-page, quarterly tabloid, for the

practices at Dixon Center of Chiropractic.

for cardiovascular services.

the University of South Carolina. He is

Whittington ‘05, June 20. They live in

Noble and Marti Morris ’06 Judy live

MARRIAGES: Joseph Paul Dion and

working toward a Master of Sports Science

Hickory, N.C. Dustin is employed by Fred

in Nashville, Tenn., where he works with

Chelsea Elaine Burnett, May 22. He is the

degree with the United States Sports

T. Foard High School.

Worth Property Management.

middle school pastor at Grace Church in

Academy and is on the staff of Newberry

Stanley Sulkowski and Amy Boatwright,

Pablo Migone was ordained into the

Greenville, and she is a student at Clemson

(S.C.) High School, where he coaches

March 27. They live in North Charleston,

priesthood June 20 at the Cathedral of

University.

football, track and field, and strength and

S.C.

St. John the Baptist in Savannah, Ga.

Hayes Grier and Kyle Stuart Richter, June

fitness.

Todd Youngs and Amy Murphy,

He has been appointed parochial vicar

20. They live in Greenwood, S.C. She

BIRTH: Brandon ’03 and Julie Esser

March 21. They live in St. Petersburg, Fla.

at Sacred Heart Catholic Church in

works in the Abbeville County School

Barrett, a son, Beau Andrew, August 19,

Todd has earned both a master’s degree

Warner Robins, Ga.

District, and Kyle is employed by

Chandler, Ariz.

in business administration and a Master

Latoya Mitchell defended her

Greenwood Christian School and Antioch

of Science degree in finance from the

dissertation titled “Dissecting the Roles

Baptist Church.

03
Chad Bennett has been named vice

previous three years. For some reason I assumed that
working on a magazine wouldn’t be much different.
I was so wrong it’s not worth getting into.
At least one thing I did right, though, was to
contract with Copia Design in Greenville to design
the magazine. There I met Jane Dorn.
From the spring of 1999 to the summer of
2009, Jane oversaw the design of every issue of
Furman — including the 2006 redesign, which
earned strong reviews and several awards.
Jane was the perfect counter to my scattered

University of Tampa. He works for Franklin

of Distinct Dendritic Cell Subsets in the

Rebekah Potts and Dave Nash, March

ways. I was prone to panic; she was an island of

Templeton Investments, and Amy works

Immune Response to the Intracellular

21. They live in Chapel Hill, N.C.

serenity. I griped and whined; she listened patiently, patted me on the head and

president of brand development and

for the Home Shopping Network.

Bacterial Pathogen, Listeria mono-

Sheri Watson and John Albright, July 11.

moved on. She offered constant encouragement and endless good cheer. And she

production for Reveille, a Los Angeles-

BIRTHS: Nathan and Jamie Pendry ’01

cytogenes” in August. She is scheduled

They live in Charlotte, N.C., where she

pulled off more last-minute deadline miracles than I can count.
For 10 years we were teammates and partners, colleagues and friends. Jane

based independent television and film

Adams, a son, Andrew McMillian, August

to receive a doctoral degree from the

teaches at Trinity School and he works in

production studio. He oversees on-line

14, Savannah, Ga. Nathan is an Army

Department of Microbiology and

investment banking for Wachovia/Wells

even spent the last two years across the hall from me after she joined the Marketing

initiatives, sponsorships and cross

officer stationed at Hunter Army Airfield.

Immunology at Wake Forest University

Fargo.

and Public Relations staff in August of 2007. That was when the rest of the office

promotions for Reveille’s reality shows,

in December. She has begun a post-

BIRTH: Ted and Laura Miller Willard,

got to experience the pleasure of working with her.

including “The Biggest Loser.”

doctoral fellowship at the University

a daughter, Kate, August 2, Austin, Texas.
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school’s teacher of the year — unheard of for a part-time instructor.
So when she stepped into my office last April, shut the door
and told me that Anderson had offered her a full-time position,
I knew right away what her decision would be. She began
teaching there this fall.
This article is illustrated by the covers of the first and last
issues of Furman that Jane designed. We would have run a
photograph of her, but few (if any) exist because she adamantly
refuses to allow her picture to be taken. Even though she’s a really
attractive person. Take my word for it.
Fortunately for you and for the magazine, her departure is made
easier by the presence on our staff of Roxanne Chase, an extremely talented
designer in her own right. With this issue Roxanne begins putting her personal
stamp on Furman. Says Jane, “She’ll take it to a whole new level.”
As the editor, I’ve been lucky to work with capable folks and great people like
Jane and Roxanne. And their mutual admiration society has helped to make
this transition relatively seamless.
So welcome, Roxanne. And thanks for everything, Jane. Watch the curlies.
— JIM STEWART, editor
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Church at the 2009 meeting of the Holston

of America’s Future Foundation, the
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Annual Conference June 15 in Lake

premier network of libertarians and
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that can cause such problems as strep

Master of Science degree in nursing from

Junaluska, N.C. She has begun a new
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the Medical College of Georgia.
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Sean Edward Atkinson completed his

John Mussetto has accepted an

Adam J. Resmini graduated cum laude
from Roger Williams School of Law in May.
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forming chapters in Texas, Pennsylvania
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associate position at the law firm of
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the Rhode Island Association for Justice.

her master’s degree from Gordon-Conwell
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Commonwealth University in Richmond.
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He is employed at the firm of Ronald J.
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She is a metrics analyst for human

Resmini Esq. and lives in Barrington, R.I.
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school’s teacher of the year — unheard of for a part-time instructor.
So when she stepped into my office last April, shut the door
and told me that Anderson had offered her a full-time position,
I knew right away what her decision would be. She began
teaching there this fall.
This article is illustrated by the covers of the first and last
issues of Furman that Jane designed. We would have run a
photograph of her, but few (if any) exist because she adamantly
refuses to allow her picture to be taken. Even though she’s a really
attractive person. Take my word for it.
Fortunately for you and for the magazine, her departure is made
easier by the presence on our staff of Roxanne Chase, an extremely talented
designer in her own right. With this issue Roxanne begins putting her personal
stamp on Furman. Says Jane, “She’ll take it to a whole new level.”
As the editor, I’ve been lucky to work with capable folks and great people like
Jane and Roxanne. And their mutual admiration society has helped to make
this transition relatively seamless.
So welcome, Roxanne. And thanks for everything, Jane. Watch the curlies.
— JIM STEWART, editor
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Training Command. Laura works for White
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student at the Medical University

William James Feemster and Carmen

of South Carolina.

Liz Meehan and Paul Trotter ’06,
May 2. They live in Augusta, Ga.
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Katie Blaker has been hired by the Erwin-

for Northwestern Mutual Financial Network

International School.

Tiffany Gibson and Taylor Cox ’08,
May 17. They live in Spartanburg, S.C.

service he opened McCarley and Company,
a securities and investment banking
company, in Asheville. It was the first
North Carolina brokerage firm to become
a member of the New York Stock

In higher education, few events have

Exchange, and by 1979 the company had

caused as much hand-wringing and hand-

grown to 17 offices in the Carolinas.

washing as H1N1.

McCarley and Company eventually joined

As students flowed back to U.S.

forces with Interstate/Johnson Lane, which

campuses this fall, college administrators

later joined Wachovia Securities. He retired

mobilized emergency preparedness

from Wachovia Securities in 2003. He

committees and began to pose questions

served as president of the Securities

that until recently were unthinkable:

Dealers of the Carolinas and chairman
of the Investment Bankers Association of
the Mid-Atlantic States. Active with the
Chamber of Commerce, United Way and
YMCA, he was inducted into the Broker
Hall of Fame in 1992.

DEATHS
Charles M. McGee, Jr. ’34, August 25,
Clemson, S.C. He served in the Army Air
Corps in North Africa during World War II.
Upon returning home he earned a master’s
degree from Duke University, then went on
to teach English at Clemson University from
1946 to 1978.

Sarah Mason Stewart ’37, May 24,
Laurens, S.C. She was a retired educator
who taught at Highland Park and Belleview
elementary schools in Rock Hill, S.C. She
was an organist and pianist for her church
and for nursing homes in the area.

Donald R. Thompson ’37, June 25, Sea
Cliff, N.Y. He was a mathematics teacher
and track and cross country coach at North
Shore High School until his retirement in
1975. For many years he and his wife
volunteered at Muttontown Preserve,
where they shared their knowledge of
nature with groups of school children.
He was a U.S. Army Air Corps veteran
of World War II.

John Nathan McCarley, Jr. ’38, June 2,
Asheville, N.C. During World War II he was
an officer and flight instructor in the U.S.

DEALING WITH H1N1 UNCERTAINTY

Lillian Rainwater Glass ’39, June 25,
Florence, S.C. Her love of dance led her
to study at the Schuster-Martin School
of Drama in Cincinnati, Ohio, and with the
corps de ballet of the Cincinnati Summer
Opera Company. She also studied at The
School of American Ballet and the Michael
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students going to make up the work?
t4IPVMEXFRVBSBOUJOFJOGFDUFE
students?
Through mid-October, Furman had

“There is nothing more important to someone

experienced a moderate number of flu-like cases on

than their children,” says Carson. “Most people

campus, according to the university’s student health

believe you should err on the side of caution. I think

services office. None of the cases reported had been

it’s better to over-prepare and over-communicate

confirmed as the H1N1 strain of the virus because

to your community than the alternative.”

of the way the state Department of Health and

No one can dispute that the virus is having an

Fokine School of Ballet in New York. She

Environmental Control (DHEC) does follow-up testing,

impact on some college campuses. At the University

returned to Florence and opened the Lillian

concentrating on hospitalized patients.

of Kansas, for example, some students infected with

Rainwater School of Dance. She was

The cases at Furman included students with Type

the strain were quarantined. Emory University isolated

involved in local music, literary and garden

A influenza and normal flu symptoms, such as a cough

50 students who had the H1N1 virus in a separate

clubs.

and fever.

dormitory, where school workers brought them food.

Mary Bolt Cole ’40, June 6, Greenville.

While the H1N1 virus is milder than most strains

Closer to home, scores of students at South Carolina,

Ruth League Traynham ’40, June 11,

of flu, college personnel, students and faculty are still

Clemson and the College of Charleston have come

Greenville. She worked at Halfacre-

concerned. Federal officials estimate that 30 percent

down with flu-like symptoms.

Osborne and Amy Pride clothing stores

to half of the U.S. population could catch the virus,

for many years until she retired at the age

with the potential for 30,000 to 90,000 deaths.

of 82. She was a member of the Greenville

Still, many are skeptical about the disease’s

Carson and her staff spent the fall emphasizing
to students the importance of taking preventative
measures. The university has also created a “Response

Historical Society.

strength, and with reason. Nations in the southern

Louise Gray ’41, May 25, Columbia, S.C.

to the H1N1 Virus” Web page, which is frequently

hemisphere weathered the H1N1 flu season over the

She was employed by the Red Cross and

updated, at www.furman.edu/influenza.

summer without much upheaval or calamity.

the South Carolina State Forestry
Commission. She also served as chief
of social work at the South Carolina State
Hospital. During the 1960s she led an
effort for legal regulation of social workers

— JOHN ROBERTS

Connie Carson, vice president for student life at
Furman, says intense media coverage — some of it

This article appeared in its original form in Inside

sensational — often stokes public concern, particularly

Furman, the university’s internal newsletter.

among parents.

in the state.

Army Air Corps. Following his military
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vocalist of 2006.
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Fire District for two years and was a

at James F. Byrnes High School in Duncan,

only dreams about. He has socialized with Robert

dation Medal, National Defense Service

pastorates and was a member of the prison

as vice president of writer development when he

member of the Fairforest Ruritan Club,

S.C., for 34 years. She was also a

decided to strike out on his own by starting Greg Hill

Medal and Vietnam Service Medal. After

ministry team of First Baptist Church of

business beyond singing and writing songs.”

Redford, golfed with Huey Lewis and accompanied

retiring from the Army he became mana-

Easley. He was also a Certified Honorary

which he served as president. He was

corporate trainer for Central Piedmont

Management. His success led him eventually to enter

artists to the White House when they played at events

ger and superintendent of the Fort Jackson

Chaplain for the Pickens County Stockade

a member of the Textile Data Processing

Community College in Charlotte, N.C.,

into a partnership with Red Light.
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Clarence L. “Miffy” Smith ’57, May 28,

during the Vietnam conflict, then went

Kenneth R. Lawson ’55, August 15,

Piedmont, S.C. He served in the U.S. Army

on to teach Spanish at Wofford College,

Asheville, N.C. He was a salesman for

and was the retired owner of Smith’s

Georgia Southern College, the University

New York Life Insurance Company and

Grocery.

of South Carolina, Erskine College, and at

For other administrative offices,
call the main number.

a self-employed builder. He was also

Doyle Victor Burgess ’58, July 21,

From his Furman days, when he frequently played

During college he performed throughout the
Southeast, both solo and with a band from his
hometown of Athens, Ga. Some of his classmates told

advising and directing, overseeing tours, watching the

the strict culture and conservative bent of Furman at

charts, negotiating with the labels. And Hill chooses

the time, he says he had plenty of fun in school.

the artists he represents carefully. Knowing he has to

“I wasn’t the best student,” Hill says, “but I loved
it.”
After graduation he married Shannon Rhodes

two high schools. He was an accomplished

’91 and pursued a master’s degree in music media

a Baptist minister and was pastor of

Greenville. He worked in financial

musician and singer and was active in

congregations in Asheville, Forest City,

management for many years. He was

local theatre groups.

was the only person in his master’s program who had
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Managers are the CEOs of every artist’s career —

him he was going to hell for playing in bars, but despite

and industry at the University of Miami (Florida). Hill

N.C., and New Orleans.

He was working in music publishing at EMI (next

be ready to answer the phone at 2 or 3 a.m. if there’s

Far beyond mere collegiality, however, his work

Adoption Day. He has stood in the Oval Office and
even bowled in the White House bowling alley.
Such events, while exciting, are just part of the job
for Hill.
“It gets to be normal,” he says. “You get spoiled;

a bus accident on the road or a problem with a concert

you don’t even think about it. It’s a job you love, but it

venue, he exercises what he calls his “no idiot” rule.

becomes a job.”

“If I’m going to give up my time or move around

— JESSICA MILLER KELLEY

my vacation,” he says, “I’d better like the person.”
As it turns out, there is much to like about the

a U.S. Army Air Corps veteran and received

not majored in music as an undergrad, but he feels

people with whom he works. Nashville is different

the Silver Beaver Award from the Boy

his political science degree is an asset in the music

from New York or Los Angeles, he says, because

Scouts of America.

business.

everyone in the industry works within a square mile

The author, a 2003 Furman graduate, is a book and
magazine editor in Nashville.
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JONATHAN ANDERSEN

THE LAST WORD

The Furman Tree
It stands in the middle of the median

His Furman Tree story captured our fancy, so

Leave it to Leslie Skipper ’76, assistant yearbook

on Interstate 85 between Greenville and Atlanta.

we brought it up with Tom Triplitt, director of the

editor who is an executive with Wells Fargo in

Distinctive in shape, regal in bearing and stately

Alumni Association and another erstwhile member

Jacksonville, Fla., to settle the matter. “Yes, you

in its solitude, it extends its branches outward

of the Class of ’76. Tom’s a native of Columbus, Ga.,

have the right tree!” she said, then added, “Although

and upward.

so he’s familiar with the I-85 route. He knew about

I don’t pass the area often, I still love seeing it when

the tree, remembered it being the topic of discussion

I drive to Greenville.”

If you’re coming to Furman from Atlanta, you’ll
see it around mile marker 177, not far from the South

in his college days, and pointed out that you often see

Carolina border. It may even be decorated with a

a purple ribbon adorning it when Homecoming rolls

strong. These days the university even has its own

The Atlanta-Furman connection has always been

colorful ribbon or two. The word is — and you can

around each year.

admission representative in Atlanta, Laura Brown

test this next time you make the trek — that it marks

But there was more — again tied to 1976.

Simmons ’84. Perhaps she can encourage newbies

the one-hour point (give or take a few minutes) to the

An illustration of the tree, it was said, had been used

to genuflect as they pass the Furman Tree, or stop

university’s back gate.

for the section dividers in that year’s Bonhomie.

and tie their own ribbons around its massive trunk.

It’s called the Furman Tree — and evidently has
been for decades among the Atlanta-to-Furman crowd.
Jonathan Andersen ’09 says he’s known it
as such since his childhood. Now at divinity school

Already curious, we sought out members of the

Regardless, it’s a nice tale of something that,

staff for confirmation. Those we located responded

while not located on the campus proper, still holds

graciously to our out-of-left-field inquiry.

meaning for many alumni.

First contact: Carol Thomas Stone ’76, a lawyer

We encourage you to visit Jonathan Andersen’s

at Duke University, Jonathan blogs about it at

in Fairfax, Va. She said our story sounded right but

blog to read more about his connection not just

www.jonathanandersen.com, sharing his grand-

she wasn’t 100 percent certain. She suggested we

to the tree, but to Furman. You can also visit

mother’s story of how the family would stop and

check with Margaret Gaddy Morgan ’76, who she

www.rememberfurman.com to see the gallery

tie a ribbon around the tree — sometimes purple,

said was the illustrator.

of Furman photos he and Nathan Guinn ’09 have

sometimes yellow — when bringing his mother,

Margaret is an assistant director with the U.S.

Beth Rogers Andersen ’76, to school. The tradition,

Government Accounting Office in Washington, D.C.

Jonathan says, continued with his generation.

She acknowledged that she was the artist (“Who

compiled. Several may look familiar, as they have
graced the pages (and even the cover) of this magazine.
— JIM STEWART ’76, editor

Furman University is committed to providing equal access to its educational programs, activities, and facilities to all
otherwise qualified students without discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, color, creed, religion, sex, age,

remembered that?”) but couldn’t recall for sure

disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or any other category protected by applicable state or federal

if it was the “official” Furman Tree.

law. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, Furman also affirms its commitment to nondiscrimination in its
employment policies and practices. For concerns related to discrimination on the basis of disability, contact the disability
services coordinator, (864) 294-2320, 3300 Poinsett Highway, Greenville, S.C. 29613. For all other concerns, contact the
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